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Fiction



si yo me pierdo
(If i get lost)

Federico García Lorca disembarked in Cuba from New York in
March 1930, invited to stay for a week. But it was more than
three months before the Andalusian poet decided to return to
Spain, intoxicated by Caribbean music and beauty, soneros
and santeros, terraces and palm trees, white rum, sensuality
and Malecon nights.

What did the poet do in "the happiest days of his life", as he
defined his Cuban days? How did Cuba tinge Federico's work,
his person and his destiny? "If I get lost," he warned his parents
in a letter, "they should look for me in Cuba." 

The novel about the 98 happiest and unknown
days of Federico García Lorca's life in the golden

Cuba of 1930

Fiction / Commercial 

Original title: Si yo me pierdo
Original language: Spanish
320 pages
Published in 2022
Material available: Spanish PDF

RIGHTS SOLD

Spanish (Destino, Grupo Planeta) 
Catalan (Columna, Grupo Planeta) 

Key selling points

Victor Amela has a delightful prose that allows him to
depict the happiest days of the mythical poet Lorca with a
fast-paced and highly engaging story.

One of the most thoroughly researched accounts of Lorca's
life, from one of the best researchers of Lorca.

Victor Amela (Barcelona, 1960) is a journalist and novelist. Co-creator of "La
Contra" of La Vanguardia, he has published 3,000 interviews in the last twenty-five
years. He is the author of a dozen books on journalism and four novels: El Cátaro
imperfecto (2013), Amor contra Roma (2014), La hija del capitán Groc (Ramon
Llull Award 2016) and Yo pude salvar a Lorca (2018). His love for Federico García
Lorca has led him to explore the poet's vital epiphany in 1930's Cuba, and the
result is his fifth novel: Si yo me pierdo (2022).
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Now on
its second

edition!



Tu Voz Invisible
(Your Invisible Voice)

Argentine journalist Clara Guinzburg returns to Spain to
interview Nora Rizzo, an internationally successful writer,
although her journey is overshadowed by the discovery of a
family secret that is the perfect script for the novel she dreams
of writing.
Her mother, who died 30 years ago when she was barely three
years old, left an enigmatic folder that the journalist discovers
by chance where she had lived as a child: In the summer of
1988 her mother had a romantic relationship with a man who
would end her daughter’s life before committing suicide. Clara
is not only surprised by this revelation, but also that her mother
died shortly after that crime in the same Valencian town where
that tragedy happened.
Clara Guinzburg wants to fit the puzzle of an unknown past and,
at the same time, write her first novel. However, his attempt to
reveal that enigma will open Pandora’s box: someone is not
willing to return that past with all its silences.

In a hauntingly familiar country, Argentine reporter
Clara Guinzburg returns to Spain to interview a
famous writer. However, it will be a first step to

uncover the brutal truth hidden in her childhood,
and behind her mother’s death 30 years earlier

Fiction / Thriller

Original title: Tu Voz invisible
Original language: Spanish
320 pages
Published in March 2024
Material available: Spanish manuscript

RIGHTS SOLD
Spanish (Urano)

Javier Arias Artacho was born in 1972 in Barcelona, although he grew up in
Argentina, a country to which he has emotional and family ties. He has a degree
in Hispanic Philology and a Diploma in Religious Sciences. He works as a teacher
in secondary and high school, and as an article writer in the media. He is married,
has three daughters and lives in Valencia. His career as a writer has earned him
the respect of critics and readers. In the field of education, his books with a strong
social background, such as Náufragos or Solo donde estés tú, stand out. However,
his best-known novels are Eitana, La esclava judía, El general maldito, La tierra
del viento and his latest work, Nadie sabrá de mí, which received exceptional
reviews.

Key selling points

In a country close, but at the same time unknown to the
protagonist, Javier Arias masterfully depicts a Valencian small
town becoming the perfect environment for a brutal thriller, where
the most terrible truth shall be revealed, but not without
consequences.
Following the thread of mystery, the reader will find a novel that will
encircle and corner him, turning this work into a real turnpager!
Javier Arias offers a fanastic depiction on the intrigue, and even the
obsession on finding the truth behind the lack of a mother: an
authentic personal seal of his works that perfectly executes.
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Algún Día Volveré
a Buscarte

Also by Javier:

New in the
catalogue!



Libelo de Sangre
(Libel of Blood)

In the harsh winter of 1620 an horrific crime propagates panic
through all corners of Madrid: a young woman has been raped
and buried together with a heart-extirped baby.
No one doubts it has been a ritual crime, and soon appears a
"libel of blood" against the scribe Sebastián Castro and his wife
Margarita, a false accusation that blames Jews for sacrificing
Christian kids in the elaboration of black magic rituals.
Luckily Alonso, their oldest son, has been able to escape the
jaws of the Inquisition, in charge of the murders' investigation,
but now has to face other terrible dangers: the cold, the hunger
and the wretched of the streets.
Hopeless, and with no other help than two beggars, Alonso will
try to make true his only objective: save his fathers.

A heart-skipping race against time to save his
parents from the Inquisition, and to solve the

murder that has horrified Madrid

Fiction / Historical Thriller

Original title: Libelo de Sangre
Original language: Spanish
800 pages
Published in 2023
Material available: Spanish PDF

RIGHTS SOLD

Spanish (Planeta, Grupo Planeta)

Sandra Aza is a lawyer and she practiced law for years before taking new
directions that took her steps away from the courts. 
Passionate about history and its stories, she dedicated the suns to writing legal
briefs and the moons to cherishing a dream: to change and turn to literature. One
day the heart overthrew the reason; she hung up her toga, dressed herself in
illusion and she entered the world of the muses.

Key selling points

Being a member of the Escritores con la Historia association
(Writers for History), Aza spent a long and conscious period
documentating before writing Libelo de Sangre.
A must-read for historical novel enjoyers, with a fantastic
depiction of the society and prejudices of seventeenth-
century Madrid.
A close portrait of the Spanish Inquisition, one of the most
infamous institutions in history.
A desperate race against time that will hook the reader up
until the very end.
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Now on
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MARÍA
BARBAL
FARRÉ

Maria Barbal (Tremp, 1949) became known with the novel Pedra
de tartera (Joaquim Ruyra 1984 and Joan Crexells 1985 awards), a
milestone in contemporary Catalan narrative. This book opens a
novelistic cycle with the author's native Pallars as a point of
reference, which also includes Cánfora (Critics' Prize 1992, Critics'
Prize Serra d'Or 1993 and National Literature Prize 1993), and many
other works up until 2019. Her work as a novelist has been widely
recognized with the Josep Pla award (Tàndem, Destino 2021) and
the Prize of Honor of the Catalan Letters for her literary career.

The most influential writer in
contemporary Catalan literature

Newest
Book!

3 editions
in Catalan!

8 editions
in Catalan!

9 live
editions in

English,
French,

German...



Tots els contes
(All the tales)

The present volume brings together the short stories
written by Maria Barbal so far, compiled from
published volumes, scattered in periodicals, in
thematic anthologies, and unpublished stories. 
A conscious effort has been made to offer the
reader a full picture of Barbal’s rich literature and its
evolution through her life. In fact, the fast rhythm,
and the possibility to enjoy the narrative at your own
pace without fear of losing context make this book
a perfect choice for all those who have never had
the chance to discover Barbal. Or simply to those
who want a more relaxed and excellent second
lecture.
Barbal’s voice is always powerful, largely thanks to a
precise, soft, and rich language, which enters swiftly.
Her style, made of brevity and clarity, denotes a
great expertise, managing to capture the essence
and soul of everything she proposes.

The short narrative of an author who
has stood above all Catalan literature

Fiction / Anthology of short stories

Original title: Tots els contes
Original language: Catalan
736 pages
Published in 2023
Material available: Catalan PDF

RIGHTS SOLD

Catalan (Columna, Grupo Planeta)
Spanish (Grupo Planeta)

·Barbal shines as one of the most renowned and awarded Catalan author, with great
international repercussion since the beginning of her career: her debut work, Pedra de
Tartera, deserved the Joaquin Ruyra and Creixells awards, and the recognition of the
Catalan autonomic institution. More than 60 editions have been published only in
Catalan, and nowadays still counts with 9 live editions in languages like English, French or
German.

Key selling points

Barbal always provides a rich literature, thanks to her style made of brevity
and clarity: this is the proof that sometimes less really means more.

The perfect chance to engage with Barbal’s work, thanks to the agile
format short stories provide. Also ideal for a quality second lecture.
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New in the
catalogue!



Al llac
(In the lake)

Nora, a twelve-year-old girl, has the delightful
experience of going to the lake on Sundays, a
very beautiful and peaceful place with
changing colors. She goes with a group of
adults, and Quim, a seven-year-old boy.
They all have their desires and she observes
them, although she does not always
understand them. Evens so, because of a
conflict between the adults and Quim's
audacity, the last morning at the lake Nora will
suddenly wake up from her childhood.

A novel about nostalgia, beauty, the
passing of time and the meaning of

happiness

Fiction / Upmarket literary fiction

Original title: Al llac
Original language: Catalan
144 pages
Published in 2022
Material available: Catalan and Spanish
PDF

RIGHTS SOLD

Catalan (Columna, Grupo Planeta)
Spanish (Destino, Grupo Planeta)
German (Heyne Verlag GmbH & Co.KG)

The most influential writer in contemporary Catalan literature.

Key selling points

Her novel, Pedra de Tartera, has been a massive literary success with over
50 editions and more than 500K copies sold in Catalan only!

Top of the bestselling list for more than three months.

Innovative literary form that combines letters, dialogue, diary
entries and multiple narrative points of view to give the novel a
unique tone and rhythm.
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3 editions
in Catalan!



Tàndem
(Tandem)

From the moment they meet, Elena and Armand will
try to get rid of everything that traps them and
retireve the spontaneity and joy that we only feel
when we inhabit the present. They will realize that
they have the right to change, to see the world
differently from the way they have seen it for years,
to love themselves. In short, to give themselves the
freedom to live fully. Tàndem is not a story about
the happiness that promises us a wonderful journey,
not even the one we experience when we hear an "I
love you", but the one that encourages us to pedal
together and enjoy the journey to reach a deeper
and more lasting happiness. A delightful novel that
explores the human capacity to rethink one's
existence and invites us to banish monotony and let
ourselves be carried away by what life has in store
for us.

 A sight on the endearing love story between a
widowed man and a married woman, and the
emotional journey they will embark together.

Fiction / Romance, Upmarket Literary
Fiction

Original title: Tàndem
Original language: Catalan
176 pages
Published in 2019
Material available: Catalan, Spanish and
Italian PDF

RIGHTS SOLD
Catalan (Columna, Grupo Planeta)
Spanish (Destino, Grupo Planeta)
Italian (Gruppo Editoriale Mauri
Spagnol)
Slovenian (Hart Publishing)
German (Diana Verlag)
Arabian (Osiris Bookshop)

A delightful portrait of a love that runs from monotony,
and opens room to the joy of pedaling together.

Key selling points

Sold up to 30.000 copies in three months and was the top 1 most sold through 21
consecutive weeks!

From the international bestseller author, Maria Barbal: the most
influential writer in Catalan literature today.

Already sold to 6 languages.
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8 editions
in Catalan!



Pedra de tartera
(Stone in a
Landslide)

Conxa is born at the beginning of the twentieth
century in Ermita’s village, in Pallars region.
When she’s 13 years old, she’s sent to Pallarès’s
village to help her aunt Encarnació. There she
meets young Jaume, with whom she falls head
over heels in love in a dance of the village’s fair.
Although Conxa’s aunt and uncle are against
her marriage with Jaume because he’s from a
poor family, they finally agree. Once they’re
married, the boy helps Encarnació’s family in the
fields, with whom the married couple lives. Later
in life, Conxa has two daughters and a son. As
they grow up, the children see her as an older
sister, while the maternal authority comes from
Encarnació.

One of the greatest classics of Catalan
literature, that pictures the life of Conxa, a
woman of humble origins through Spain's

most turbulent times

Fiction / Historical Fiction

Original title: Pedra de tartera
Original language: Catalan
160 pages
Published originally in 1970
New edition published in 2014
Material available: Catalan, Spanish,
Fench and English PDF

RIGHTS SOLD

Spanish (Destino, Grupo Planeta)
Catalan (Columna, Grupo Planeta)
Catalan Audiobook (Audible)
English (Peirene Press)
French (Charleston)
Hungarian (Harmattan)
Sweedish (Nilsson Literary)
German (Diana Verlag)
Croatian (Iris Illyrica)
Arabian (Osiris Bookshop)

Key title about the Spanish Civil War, which is
also a great love story

Key selling points

A heart-wrenching portrait of a
woman's life narrated in an
apparently simple writing style

Three decades of great sales and rave reviews, and the Joaquim
Ruyra and Joan Crexells awards.
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La lliçó de piano
(The Piano Lesson)

Barcelona, year 2060. Sara, a 17 years old girl, gives birth in an
abandoned apartment. Àlex, the father, leaves the newborn in a
trash container, where Pepe, an almost blind gardener, founds
her. Touched by this cruelty, he takes her to his home, where he
lives with Marga, a childless piano teacher with fewer and fewer
students.
Albert, a prestigious businessman drowns in alcohol, while his
wife Gloria stands up to defend the innocence of her daughter,
killed in an accident.
Irene suffers the death of her mother while she tries to create life
inside her with unsuccessful reproduction methods.
In a hopeless society marked by virtuality and the growing
contrast between rich and poor, all these stories of loss will
merge together in the search for happiness.

A story of crossed lives touched by loss, and a thought:
where is motherhood going?

Fiction / Drama

Original title: La lliçó de piano
Original language: Catalan
248 pages
Published in 2023
Material available: Catalan pdf 

RIGHTS SOLD

Catalan (Empúries, Grupo Planeta)

Bea Cabezas, born in Barcelona (1976), is graduated in Journalism. In 2008 she
had her debut with "El monestir de les ombres (Ara Llibres), and her second work,
"La Ciutat Vertical" (Columna), deserved her the Premi Carlemany in 2010. Three
years later, she published "Emprenyades (Columna), where she talked about the
many faces of maternity, and In 2017 came out "La nit abans" (Rosa dels Vents), a
novel about the beginnings of a journalist in the franquist regime. Both last books
were also published in Spanish.

Key selling points

A novel that wonderfully transmits feelings and universal
topics such as maternity, fear, love, loneliness...

A millimetric structure and a diaphanous style.

Warm well-defined characters, easy to get attached to.
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La cantant de Fado
(The Fado Singer)

When Guillem, a renowned musician, travels to Lisbon for work,
he will initiate the trip that will change the course of his life. While
in Lisbon he discovers a mesmerizing Fado singer and when he
returns to Barcelona his girlfriend will have abandoned him with
a note. Additionally, his producer will ask him to try new musical
approaches and in search for it he will return to his Portuguese
Fado singer.

But his father will fall terribly ill and through him, Guillem will
discover that his family’s past is linked to both Portugal and Rita
(the Fado singer). During one of his trips, Rita will vanish too and
Guillem will have to use all the resources available to discover
Rita’s secrets, unveil the mysteries and bring her back to him.

Secrets, mysteries and a love to be solved. With a
musical backdrop and Lisbon as a character in the
story, this is a novel that proves that it is not those

without fear who are brave, but those who know how
to conquer it

Fiction / Contemporary fiction

Original title: La cantant de Fado
Original language: Catalan
360 pages
Published in 2021
Material available: Catalan pdf 

RIGHTS SOLD

Catalan (Columna, Grupo Planeta)

Jordi Campoy Boada is a musical producer, pianist, composer and writer from
Sabadell (Barcelona). Since 2015, he is part of the organization of the Music
Festival of Calonge (INTERLUDI).

As a lyricist, he has composed hundreds of songs for national artists and has
adapted to Catalan scores of lyrics for the TV3 Disc of the Marathon. La Noia del
Violoncel is his first novel.

Key selling points

Written in a unique and attractive style.

Remarkable characters and fascinating twists.

Intriguing and addictive.
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La noia del violoncel
(on its second edition HC!)

Also by Campoy:



En la cumbre de la
felicidad

(At the peak of happiness)

There are moments in life when we just want to give up. We feel
depleted of energy, dissatisfied with our reality, unmotivated
with our surroundings. We drown in a glass of water. We do not
see the solution to our discomfort even though it is right in front
of us.

En la cumbre de la felicidad wants to help you break those
barriers. Ferran Cases, author of El cerebro de la gente feliz,
has written an inspiring, simple and exquisite fable that gives
you the keys to understand what is happening to you and get
to live in serenity, connecting with your vital purpose and
achieving happiness. Following the experience of the
protagonist and the knowledge provided by his companions,
you will discover how anxiety works, breathing and meditation
methods, physical relaxation techniques and many other
essential resources to enjoy a serene life.

An inspiring story that will lead you to discover
the best place in the world: yourself

Fiction / Inspirational novel

Original title: En la cumbre de la felicidad
Original language: Spanish
192 pages
Published in 2022
Material available: Spanish PDF

RIGHTS SOLD

Spanish (Grijalbo, Penguin Random House
España)
Greek (Minoas)
Hungarian (L'Harmattan)

Ferran Cases (Barcelona, 1984) is a writer, disseminator and creator of the Bye
Bye Anxiety method. After 15 years suffering from anxiety, he managed to
overcome it and for more than 10 years he has been dedicated to sharing how he
overcame it. Nowadays, Cases is one of the referents of the subject in Spanish
speaking countries. Together with his team of professionals, and through his
books, he has helped thousands of people to overcome fear and overcome
anxiety forever. He is the author of Bye Bye ansiedad, El pequeño libro de la
ansiedad and El cerebro de la gente feliz.

Key selling points

From the author of the bestselling book El cerebro de la
gente feliz, now on its 5th edition and sold to 9 languages!
A beautiful story that teaches how anxiety works and how to
stop it.
An easy, joyful and meaningful reading.
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Ninguna de nosotras
tendrá compasión

(None Of Us Will Have
Mercy)

Camila and Nora are two very different women. But they have
something in common: they have been used by men and are
now unafraid to confront them. Camila is the type of woman
who is unaware of her power until she tests herself. Her life
changes when she decides to leave her husband and receives
a favorable divorce agreement. While trying to find out her ex-
fiancé’s hidden intentions, she will meet Nora, a young student
who will turn her world upside down and who has kept a terrible
secret for years. Revenge leads Nora to Alicante where she
meets Camila. And they will have a very special bond.

It’s a sensual novel whose characters will be involved in a web of
lies, fraud and threats that will put them to the test. 

Two women involved in a web of lies, fraud and threats. 
This time around, none of them will have mercy

Fiction / Domestic thriller

Original title: Ninguna de nostras tendrá
compasión
Original language: Spanish
353 pages
Published in 2021
Material available: Spanish PDF

RIGHTS SOLD

Spanish (Ediciones B, Penguin Random House)

Paz Castelló (Alicante, 1970) is Law graduate, and has devoted her professional
life to communication and journalism in its multiple aspects. She began her
career at Cadena SER and 40 Principales, and later worked at Onda Cero and
Radio 9, where she was in charge of several sociocultural shows. Afterwards, she
focused on corporate and institutional communication in several sectors  —from
the political to the social—. She currently works as a journalist, is a talk show host,
and columnist for several media, while she also engages in creative writing.

She arrived to the literature field in 2009, thanks to her blog www.pazcastello.com
and her first novel was the thriller La muerte del 9 (The Death of No. 9, Ediciones
Turpial, 2013).

Key selling points

Paz Castelló won the Letras del mediterraneo Prize.
The author has an important social-media presence; her
blog is very popular and has thousands of followers.
Versatile author who manages to have an impressive
literary voice with highlight commercial stories.
A powerful and sensual voice.
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juego de silencios
(game of silences)

Virginia Gibert, a renowned prosecutor, feels that, at the age of
thirty-something, life is slipping through her fingers. She has a
job she loves, a perfect husband, Diego, and no desire to be a
mother, although she hasn't yet dared tell him that. It's not that
they are in crisis, but she suspects that there must be
something else to life.

One night, she gets home late and discovers Diego in bed with
Fernando, their best friend. They are half-naked and appear to
be asleep, but her husband is dead.

The judge in charge of the case is Mario Laredo, who was
Virginia's first boyfriend and who has returned to her life with the
clear intention of recovering what they had.

A dead husband, a close friend as the main suspect, an ex-
boyfriend in charge of the investigation and a prosecutor with
personal interests in the case.

Unlikely suspects, hidden desires, and forbidden loves in
a disturbing criminal investigation

Fiction / romantic thriller

Original title: Juego de silencios
Original language: Spanish
220 pages
Published in 2023
Material available: Spanish PDF

RIGHTS SOLD

Spanish (Ediciones Versátil)

Eva Cornudella (Barcelona, 1967) is a writer, lawyer and mediator, practicing in
Barcelona since 1993. Although she specializes in family law, she has handled cases
of all kinds, from business to criminal cases. Her work means she has daily contact
with the darkest corners of the human mind and often listens to private confessions
and secrets. 

Her passion for human psychology has led her to take several courses in
psychoanalysis, which are reflected in her novels and several published short
stories, in which she explores personal relationships and emotions, as well as the
most unknown areas of the human mind, the unconscious and dreams.

Key selling points

The author is a lawyer herself, so she brings a particular
sensitivity and experience to the unputdownable plot.
This book is a cross between a crime thriller and a romantic
novel.
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La Vida en una
Taza de Té

(Life in a Cup of Tea)

There are those who claim that objects have souls. That their
existence, so different from human beings, guided by use and
silence, often marks us in an irreversible way. They accompany
us for a lifetime, beautifying our days, reminding us of important
moments and people. And that sometimes even objects are
meant to join despite distances. 

The lives of Sakura, Karen and Maria run parallel paths. They
seem to have nothing in common and yet their lives are held
together by a fragile but indestructible thread: the daily
presence of a jade-green teapot with old golden gray hair. An
object that, far from being insignificant, carries a history that is
woven with the of all the hands that goes through. A story that
will mark the existence of these three women, giving them
support in the good and bad moments, pieces of feelings and
beauty with which to illuminate their steps, the necessary
strength to reach their destinies. The same way the teapot
travels to reach its own.

Three lives, in appearance totally unrelated, are
held together by a jade-green teapot that hides a

great history

Fiction / Contemporary 

Original title: La Vida en una Taza de Té
Original language: Spanish
320 pages
Published in April 2024
Material available: Spanish PDF

RIGHTS SOLD

Spanish (Urano)

Ángeles Doñate was born in Barcelona. She was the first of five siblings and grew
up in a house full of light, foster pets and books. She was a girl who, at barely 8
years old, hid under the sheets with a lantern to read, and decided to study
Journalism. Her passion for written and spoken words became a vocation as
much as a profession. She works as a corporate communications manager for
social and educational institutions. For years, she has been giving back some of
her luck by teaching adults to read and write.

Key selling points

Doñate's debut, El invierno que tomamos cartas en el asunto has
been translated into 12 languages and sold 25,000 copies in
Germany in less than 3 months! Her previous work, El Último Vagón,
has been already sold to 5 languages!
A book that encapsulates the magic of everyday objects that
always accompany us, suitable for any audience, but that will
delight the most detailed and sensitive.
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New in the
catalogue!

El Invierno que
tomamos Cartas en el

Asunto

By Ángeles Doñate



El último vagón
(The last wagon)

Ikal is 11 years old, the son of a railway worker and dreams of
becoming a teacher. He admires Chico, counts the trains that
pass by with Tuerto, dreams of Valeria, a peasant woman, and
lives a thousand adventures with Quetzal, his dog. They are all
Don Ernesto's students, in the Malinalli Teneplat school-wagon,
during the course in which all of their lives will take a turn.
Among fields of fruit trees and old wagons, thirty students will
rediscover life thanks to the passion of a teacher who has
united his fate with that of his students.

A black and white photo of them all, which sleeps in a forgotten
file of the Secretariat of Education, will become years later the
worst nightmare of Hugo Valenzuela, a brilliant inspector. Don
Ernesto, old and almost blind, must retire. He asks for a
replacement, but some politicians consider school-wagons to
be old-fashioned and useless. Useless? Hugo is not so
convinced and decides to pull the thread. He’ll rediscover his
past, risk his future, and discover that there are traces that
cannot be erased. Like those of the first love or those of a
teacher who, through curiosity and affection, opens the windows
to the world.

A tribute to those teachers who have such an
impact on their students’ lives, that are forever

remembered

Fiction / Contemporary 

Original title: El último vagón
Original language: Spanish
192 pages
Published in 2019
Material available: Spanish PDF

RIGHTS SOLD

Spanish (Urano)
Italian (Giangiacomo Feltrinelli Editore)
German (Thiele Verlag)
Turkish (Kutu Yayinlari)
Romanian (Rao)
Audiovisual Rights (Netflix)

Ángeles Doñate was born in Barcelona. She was the first of five siblings and grew
up in a house full of light, foster pets and books. She was a girl who, at barely 8
years old, hid under the sheets with a lantern to read, and decided to study
Journalism. Her passion for written and spoken words became a vocation as
much as a profession. She works as a corporate communications manager for
social and educational institutions. For years, she has been giving back some of
her luck by teaching adults to read and write.

Key selling points

An endearing retrospective journey, where the feeling of nostalgia will gain the reader on
every page.
Netflix's adaptation has reached the 6th position in the global top 10.
A promising author: Doñate's debut has been translated into 12 languages and sold 25,000
copies in Germany in less than 3 months. 
Already sold to 5 languages.
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Amor sense món
(Love Beyond World)

Martin Heidegger and Hannah Arendt met in 1925 at Marburg
University. He was a teacher and she was his pupil. He was
married and she was single. She was eighteen years old, and he
was thirty-five. At this point starts Amor sense món, an
extraordinary novel about the relationship they maintained
throughout all their lives facing all obstacles.
Narrated in an exciting, though delicate way, this novel follows
the romance between two of the greatest figures of European
Philosophy. How could a Jewish intellectual and a highly
prestigious teacher who joined Hitler's party share love
together? This is one of the most complex, passionate,
contradictory, and incredible love story of the last century,
becoming an example of a philosophical and spiritual love that
goes through earthly bonds: a love beyond world.

 The unknown and fascinating love story between
Hannah Arendt and Martin Heidegger

Fiction / Historical Romance

Original title: Amor sense món
Original language: Catalan
384 pages
Published in 2023
Material available: Catalan and Spanish PDF

RIGHTS SOLD

Catalan (Navona)
Spanish (Navona)

Key selling points

One of the most forgotten, yet fascinating relationships of
European history, set in the obscurest years of the last
century.

Delicate and exciting narrative: the constant and adequate
doses of tension will inevitably hook the reader on every
page.

Miquel Esteve, born in Mora la Nova (Tarragona) in 1969, resigned from his job as
a financial executive. He wanted to move to the countryside, where he now
dedicates his life to the cultivation of humanities, fruits, and the elaboration of
olive oil.
Within his works, "L'avi Antoni, Rimbaud i el monjument al general Prim" deserved
him the Premis Mallorca (2019), and the following year won the Premi del Mèrit de
les Lletres Ebrenques.
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¿Para qué he
venido a este mundo?

(Why did I come to this world?)

Izan lives in the house of parents who despise him and do not believe
that he has any capacity. On his fourteenth birthday, he is announced
that he will no longer be in school and will start working in the village
mine, like all his ancestors.
 The night before his assignment, a shooting star leads him to a cabin
on the outskirts of town. There awaits an old shaman whom he has
heard about in local myths. She will teach him the strength of the
Infinite, which invites him to follow his own course. That very morning,
Izan set out to answer a vital question: Why did I come to this world?
 After long hours on the road, his second encounter will be on a beach,
where an eccentric painter is trying to capture the dawn. In addition to
offering breakfast, he will teach him the power of Ellipse, the ability of
every human, being to create and imagine what you want.
 Throughout your adventure you will meet seven more types of talents
that will be incorporated into your life to answer the Big Question.
 His nine learnings on the art of living with meaning will allow him to
return to his village where, in addition to forgiving his parents, he will
show others the ways of human genius.
 Izan will decide to be a miner, but of the talent hidden in the depths of
each person. 

Find your hidden talent and the meaning of life
through a magnificent journey

Fiction / Inspirational

Original Title: ¿Para Qué he Venido a Este
Mundo?
Original language: Spanish
120 pages
Published in January 2024
Material available: Spanish PDF

RIGHTS SOLD

Spanish (Urano)Key selling points
From an expert researcher on human talent, and writer of
"geniotype", a self-knowledge tool intended to mark a new era
in the world of personal development: it has been sold to 6
languages, including Italian, Japanese or Brazilian Portuguese,
and it’s now on its 5th edition since its publication a year ago.
Estruch has a solid presence in social media, having over 23k
followers on Instagram and counting with popular formations
to work on your personal development.
·Although being totally independent, this narrative stages most
of the elements from “geniotype”, highlighting how to discover
your hidden talent, being both didactic and entertaining. 
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Tony Estruch was born in 1981 and is a musician by training. At the age of 19 he
founded his first three companies, at that time related to music. All this led him to
manage and observe a team of more than one hundred people. From his
experience as an entrepreneur, manager and artist was born the study of the
"geniotype", to which he has dedicated the last ten years, researching and
developing it in collaboration with a team of professionals and experts in personal
development.

“Geniotype”
(on its fifth edition!)

Also by Estruch:

New in the
catalogue!



Cátame
(Taste Me)

Bringing back her 28 years-old, armed with breathtaking high-
heels, almost divine and single, Meritxell captures the essence of
Sex in New York, taking the reader to Barcelona's gastronomic
vanguard: together with her closest friends, she will go aboard
in search of the perfect wine and man.
Because to taste a man is like tasting a wine. It's not the same a
Chardonnay than a Xarel·lo. Neither a Cabernet Sauvingnon nor
a Grand cru classé. With great doses of humor and nerve,
Meritxell let us sample a life of gossip, love, passion, and sex in
an initiative journey full of glamour through París, Toscana and
Ibiza.

Wine, with all of its layers, is just like life and its
ups and downs

Fiction / Romantic and erotic literature

Original title: Cátame
Original language: Spanish
200 pages
Published in 2023
Material available: Spanish PDF

RIGHTS SOLD

Catalan (Univers, Grup Enciclopèdia)
Spanish (Catedral, Grup Enciclopèdia)

Key selling points

From an influencer who is the first female sommelier to
reach fame in Spain!
Falgueras is a massive hit on social media, making the
world of wine accessible to thousands through her website
winesandthecity.com, and her Instagram
@winesandthecity, with 23K followers.
An unusual story, for those who consider themselves lovers
of good wine and food.
In the spirit of Sex and the City, Falgueras takes us on a
wonderfully rich and varied romp through one of the most
popular cities in the world.

Meritxell Falgueras Febrer is the fifth generation from the Celler de Gelida, an
emblematic wine store in Barcelona. She holds a degree in Humanities and a PHD
in Communication, specializing in metaphors of wine tasting. When she was 20
years old, she became the youngest sommelier in Spain and at the age of 25 she
won the Golden Nose Award.
Meritxell collaborates in several TV and radio programs: She directed a broadcast
on COM Ràdio, and participates in RAC 1, La Vanguardia and Time Out Bcn. She
has also worked for some prestigious brands as Damm, Givenchy and Loewe.
She’s a teacher for sommelier studies and she’s a member of the Catalan
Gastronomy Academy. With her first book, Presume de vinos en 7 días, offers a a
didactic and funny approach to the wine’s world.
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La Tierra del Silencio Roto
(The Land of Broken Silence)

Montsant, 2019. The appearance of the corpse of Jaume Folch,
patriarch of a wine dynasty in the vicinity of Escaladei, brings the
authorities to the normally peaceful area. The victim's throat had
been slit, and a symbol engraved with a knife on his chest. The
notoriety of the Folch name and the cruelty of the murder
demand a quick and discreet investigation, which is assigned to
the inspector of the Mossos d'Esquadra (local police) Víctor
Sanz Gimeno.
Sagi, the nickname by which everyone knows the policeman,
along with the young journalist who discovers the body and who
always seems to be one step ahead, will not only uncover the
rivalries of the Folch family, but also a legend about a secret
brotherhood dating back to the fifteenth century.

A gripping historical thriller full of atmosphere,
mystery, and conspiracies.

Fiction / Historical Thriller

Original title: La Tierra del Silencio Roto
Original language: Spanish
416 pages
Published in 2023
Material available: Catalan and Spanish PDF

RIGHTS SOLD

Spanish (Grijalbo, Penguin Random House)
Catalan (Rosa dels Vents, Penguin Random
House)

Key selling points

The crimes, the mystery and mysticism surrounding the
heirs of a monastic order dissolved centuries ago.

A fantastic debut novel that offers an unsettling thriller built
in two interspersed times: the present and the past.

For fans of Dan Brown or Cathedral of the Sea.

Set in the ruins of Escaladei's monastery, one of the most
beautiful yet intriguing Catalan rural areas. 

Cristina Fornós, born in 1980 in Mora d'Ébre (Tarragona), got a Law degree at
Universitat Pompeu Fabra, but she didn't stop there, and later on, studied
Audiovisual Communication. This path lead her to build a large professional
career in the world of journalism, where not only she worked as head of press for
many local institutions, but also for renowned projects as agencia Korpa, Localia
TV and Cadena SER.
Since little, she had a passion for writing and lecturing, and nowadays she
combines both of them with her current job as a notary official.
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La era de la eternidad
(The age of eternity)

The life of Nathan, a lonely watch designer, takes a mysterious
turn after he finds an old photo of himself with Mia. She was his
platonic love as a teenager, but their love never went beyond
the limits of his imagination. Mia went to live in Japan with his
family just before they began their university studies, separating
them forever. Twenty years later, a series of chain events lead
Nathan to board a plane to Kyoto, where an adventure he could
never have imagined awaits him. Accompanied by the
enigmatic Reiko, he will meet Masa, an entrepreneur who is in
charge of the most faithful virtual reality ever created: Kyotho
Mythos perfectly reproduces Tokyo in the 12th century, and
Nathan's mission will be to enter this world to build the Clock
Tower, which will open the gates to a new era…

The Age of Eternity is, in addition to a
technological thriller set in Japan, a brilliant

reflection on what it means to be human in an
increasingly virtual society

Fiction / Science Fiction

Original title: La era de la eternidad
Original language: Spanish 
368 pages
Published in March 2022
Material available: Spanish PDF

RIGHTS SOLD

Spanish (Minotauro, Grupo Planeta)

Key selling points

A novel that follows the footsteps of international success
THE THREE-BODY PROBLEM by Liu Cixin.

Héctor, together with Francesc Miralles, has published,
among other works, Ikigai: The secrets of Japan for a long
and happy life, translated into 60 languages and which has
sold more than 2,000,000 copies worldwide.

Héctor García was born in Spain but has lived in Japan for fourteen years. An
engineer by profession, he worked at CERN in Switzerland before moving to Japan,
where he developed speech recognition software and the technology needed for
Silicon Valley start-ups to enter the Japanese market. He is the creator of the
popular blog kirainet.com and the author of A Geek in Japan, a number one
bestseller in the country. 
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ens recordaran
(They Will Remember Us)

Goethe and Schiller were close friends. But what nourished their
friendship?
Ens recordaran takes the reader back to the summer that
Goethe and Schiller spent together in 1794. Those days that were
to be crucial not only for their work, but also for their personal
relationship. This book is, above all, the story of a friendship, of
the man behind the myth, of his illusions and his sorrows, of his
deepest longings and his most unspeakable fears. This book is
the story of two of the most influential authors of European
literature, always sheltered by the women in their lives, often the
only points of light in an existence that shaded to absolute
darkness. 
As happens in a symphony, the multiple voices and the plots
that intertwine in time form a perfect mirror-play between men
and women, between past and present, which leads to an
intimate reflection that speaks to us about the close relationship
between life and love.

Discover the incredible story that two of the
greatest authors in history shared together

Fiction / Upmarket literary fiction

Original title: They will remember us
Original language: English
Published in January 2022
230 pages.
Material available: Catalan PDF, Spanish PDF,
English sample

RIGHTS SOLD

Catalan (Univers, Grup Enciclopèdia)
Spanish (Catedral, Grup Enciclopèdia)

Key selling points

A wonderful balance between real characters and fiction.
Filled with quotes and references from relevant authors in
the English-speaking world.
Carla Gracia has been the first Spanish writer to be
accepted into the prestigious PhD in Creative Writing at
Bath Spa University, one of the most respected universities
in the arts and creative writing in the world.

Carla Gracia (Barcelona, 1980) holds a degree in Communication Sciences from
the Universitat Ramon Llull, a postgraduate degree in Conflict Management and
Resolution and an international MBA. She has published several books of essays.
In 2014 saw the light of day her first novel, Seven Days of Grace, which was
translated into Italian and Polish. For this work she received the Alghero Donna
Prize for literature and journalism in the international section of the Rome Book Fair.
She currently teaches writing at the Laboratori de Lletres, as an associate
professor at the Universitat Internacional de Catalunya (UIC). Carla Gracia has
been the first Spanish writer to be accepted into the prestigious PhD in Creative
Writing at Bath Spa University, one of the most respected universities in the arts
and creative writing in the world.
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El Gran Baríton
(The Great Baritone)

Joan Gual is very clear that he does not want to die in an
absurd war and decides to defect. Here begins the adventure of
a man who, from a young age, wants to pursue his dream and
exploit his talent, a unique voice that, out of war, leads him to
become a baritone of world fame. But when he is on tour in Latin
America he is, unwittingly, involved in an espionage and
counter-intelligence plot that will put him to the test, including in
the emotional field. Surrounded by guerrillas, Mafias,
extravagant folks, exiled Nazis, rojos who have fled Franco and
personalities such as Kubala, Pau Casals or General Castro
himself, Joan Gual will be forced to overcome himself and
overcome his fate to become a brave and just man.

A history of adventures, espionage and revolution
between Barcelona and Latin America in the

1950s, based on the real history of the "Cañón
Catalán", the great baritone of Sant Andreu who

triumphed in Spain and the States singing
zarzuelas.

Fiction / Historical

Original title: El gran baríton
Original language: Catalan
432 pages
Published in 2021
Material available: Catalan sample

RIGHTS SOLD

Catalan (Columna, Grupo Planeta) Key selling points

The author writes the story of his grandfather, creating a
touching and truly captivating story.

A well narrated and documented history.

Xavier Gual (Barcelona, 1973) holds a degree in Catalan Philology from Barcelona
University and works as a journalist, scriptwriter and teacher. He has published the
novels Els tripulants (El Mèdol, 2001, winner of the Ribera d’Ebre 2000 Narrative
Prize); Ketchup (published by Columna, 2006); and the compilation of tales
Delirium tremens (published by Proa, 2001, and winner of the Mercè Rodoreda
2000 Prize). In 2007, he released Estem en contra, which won the Pere Quart
Award of Humour and Satire.
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El radiofonista
(The Radio Operator)

In an age where telecommunication is everywhere, "El
radiofonista" is a celebration of the charm of the voice
over the image, a warmer kind of communication that is
being rediscovered with the popularization of podcasts. 
In this regard, Gaspar Hernández uses all his past
experiences in front of a microphone to offer an endearing
set of stories that converge on one central point: the radio,
and its way with people.

Stories about the radio world, high sensitivity,
shyness, and the act of speaking (or keeping quiet)

Key selling points

A close tribute to a resurging way of communication
in our daily lives.
In 2013, the author won one of the most famous and
prestigious awards in the Catalan language, the Premi
Josep Pla with El silenci (over 50,000 copies sold)
Gaspar Hernández is one of Spain's most renowned
communicators in the field of psychology and
spirituality

LGaspar Hernández (La Garrotxa, Spain, 1971) is a journalist and writer. He directs
and presents L’ofici de viure, a radio show about lifestyle and self-help on
Catalunya Ràdio. He writes interviews and articles about psychology and
spirituality every week in El Periódico. Periodically, he also writes about these
subjects in the newspaper El País Semanal and collaborates with the TV3 show
Hora Q. In 2014, he published La terapeuta (Planeta), a book about the
relationship between a psychologist and her patient. 

Fiction / Memoir Fiction

Original title: El radiofonista
Original language: Catalan
240 pages
Published in 2023
Material available: Catalan PDF

RIGHTS SOLD:

Catalan (Columna, Grupo Planeta)
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Pasión imperfecta
(Imperfect passion)

Friedrich Mandi is a young Austrian who takes over his father's
arms factory. He manages to amass one of the largest fortunes
on the planet, thanks to customers including Mussolini, Hitler and
Franco. Mandi is rich, eccentric, powerful, a womanizer and
astute.
When in 1933 he sees the film Ecstasy, where actress Hedy
Lamarr plays the first-ever female nude and the first orgasm on
the big screen, Mandi becomes obsessed with her. And he
doesn’t stop until he gets her hand in marriage, against her will.
Hedy is a beautiful and gifted young woman, an engineering
student with a healthy romantic life. Fritz locks her up in his
Salzburg castle where he holds events with politicians,
businessmen and judges, and forces Hedy to attend all of them.
She reluctantly consents and takes advantage to sell the
patents of her inventions. However, what will make her truly rich
is her career in cinema.
From 1937, when she escapes from her relationship with Mandi,
she triumphs as an actress in Hollywood and continues to
pursue her vocation as an inventor, becoming a forerunner in
communications.

Did you know that who invented WiFi was a
woman named Hedy Lamarr?

Fiction / Historical

Original title: Pasión Imperfecta
Original language: Spanish
285 pages
Published in 2021
Material available: Spanish pdf

RIGHTS SOLD

Spanish (Roca Editorial)
Russian (Eksmo)

Key selling points

Showtime Entertainment is producing a movie about this
female character: actress Gal Gadot has been chosen to
play as Hady Lamarr.
The unknown story of WiFi invention gives us one of the
most fascinating characters in history, forgotten until now.
Hedy Lamarr will become a current and still relevant
feminist icon for all the things she achieved in her life.

Roberto Lapid was born in Córdoba, Argentina. He has published articles, editorial
notes and chronicles in newspapers and magazines of Argentina and Spain. He
received his degree in architecture from the National University of Córdoba. He
studied Fine Arts at the Provincial School Figueroa Alcorta, and at the National
University of Córdoba.

He is currently writing and lecturing on literary topics and issues related to Human
Rights in Universities, Schools and Foundations. His book Dizna, Message from the
Past, exhausted and reissued within a few months of its publication, has received
the "Ozik Rosenblat 2012" Prize awarded by the Association for the Progress of
Education with the Inadi (National Institute against Discrimination) and the
Argentine Ministry of Education.
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Nunca Volveremos
a ser Las Mismas

(We will Never be
the Same)

Maica is an incorrect woman with such a big heart, that it does
not fit in her chest, and her chest begins to not be what it was.
On the verge of fifty, she is divorced and the suffering mother
of a teenage daughter, living a constant fight: against the
world in general, and against her mother and men in particular.

This lawyer, who has only herself to speak in her defense,
addicted to work and the well-intentioned advice she gets
from her best friend, will begin a journey from bewilderment to
acceptance, along which you will learn that a well-managed
sense of humor is not only the best antidote to any suffocation,
but the only compass capable of helping us to emerge from
the worst storms.

An anodyne, yet unique and charismatic woman
routinely confronts the pass of time with great doses of

humor

Fiction / Contemporary, Romance

Original title: Nunca Volveremos a ser las
Mísmas
Original language: Spanish
312 pages
Published in February 2024
Material available: Spanish PDF

RIGHTS SOLD

Spanish (Espasa, Grupo Planeta) 

Brenda Lewis is a pseudonym of Alejandro Palomas. He has a degree in English
Philology from the University de Barcelona and a Master’s degree in Poetry from
the New College of San Francisco. He has collaborated with several newspapers
and publications and translated writers such as Katherine Mansfield, Gertrude
Stein, Willa Cather and Jack London. He wrote the screenplay Ojos de Invierno,
based on his novel Tanta Vida (2008), the rights for which were sold to Filmax. In
2002, he was chosen as the FNAC New Talent for his novel El tiempo del corazón.
His latest works (Una Madre, Un Perro and Un Hijo) were all critically acclaimed
and translated into a number of languages.

Key selling points

This is a key novel to reflect the transition from youth to maturity. Aging is a taboo in our society,
where there is a great effort to maintain the brightest stage of our life. This only fuels this novel, which
masterfully uses this point as a central element.
In addition, this same topic is treated with large doses of humor, dressing it fantastically for any
reader.
Previously published, this is the relaunch of NUNCA VOLVEREMOS A SER LAS MISMAS, by the
internationally acclaimed author, Alejandro Palomas, under the pseudonym of Brenda Lewis. His
works have been wildly acclaimed, being translated over 20 languages.
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La Madrina de
Guerra

(THE WAR
GODMOTHER)

Madrid, 1936. Aurora has just come of age and works as a
nurse in a troubled city that resists the fire and bombs of the
war. In this climate of violence, she decides to contribute to
hope on the Republican front and begins to correspond with a
young soldier, Teófilo, thus becoming - like many other women
of the time - a war godmother.

In each letter, the young men will find a refuge in which to
express the fears and secrets they cannot say aloud while
discovering a love they never imagined. However, in a war full
of intrigue and espionage, where everyone is a suspect, the
written word can be the most dangerous weapon...

When years later, isolated in the silence of the post-war period,
Teófilo finds out that Aurora is still alive, he does not hesitate to
try to recover the person who, amidst the fire and gunpowder,
made love, calm and peace blossom in him.

Can a love letter change a life or stop a war?

Fiction / Historical

Original title: La Madrina de Guerra
Original language: Spanish
584 pages
Published in 2022
Material available: Spanish PDF

RIGHTS SOLD

Spanish (Ediciones B, Penguin Random House
España) 

José Antonio Lucero (Rota, 1988) teaches Social Sciences and Language and
Literature at Secondary School. He graduated from History and holds a Writing
Master’s Degree from the Uniersity of Seville. He collaborates with several digital
media as a blogger and youtuber from his channel La cuna del Halicarnaso one
of the most followed history and teaching channels in the world.

In 2012 he self-published the novel Mariela 1972. La vida en un minuto, published
in 2021 by Ediciones B (Penguin Random House) was a finalist to the 23rd Premio
de Novela Ateneo Joven de Sevilla.

Key selling points

After his successful debut with La vida en un minuto, in this moving
novel José Antonio Lucero discovers the valuable figure of the war
godmothers and their forgotten role in the Civil War.
This story is a tribute to all those women who took the word as a
rifle and managed to grow in the line of fire the strength and hope
of the soldiers.

Newest
Book!

La Vida en un Minuto
(Now on its third edition)

Also by Lucero:
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Coworking

An old factory on Carrer del Planeta, in the heart of Gràcia,
houses a coworking space with a unique fauna.

Uwe is the only son of a German industrialist who has given
him "a year of grace" to live the bohemian life before taking
over the family business. Maurici never stops designing new
and improbable businesses that are always "on the verge" of
success. Vilma is a photographer with mysterious habits, like
sleeping inside the coworking space or disappearing on a
secret beach. Gus is a digital nomad and works as an online
course developer, accompanied by an army of Star Wars
figurines. Beatriz works as a psychologist and is the only one
with a separate, glass-walled office so that no one can hear
her online therapy sessions. Frank is the oldest in the coworking
space, but no one knows for sure what he does there. Many
days he seems to just observe. Alma lives in a silence that
hides more than one type of pain.

Within the walls of the old warehouse arise crazy ideas and
fleeting loves, impossible businesses and enigmas that float
over this office of dreams. 

Miralles return to fiction, filled with great
doses of humor and originality

Fiction / Comedy

Original title: Coworking
Original language: Spanish
280 pages
Published in 2023
Material available: Spanish and Catalan PDF

RIGHTS SOLD

Spanish (Novum, Navona)
Catalan (Novum, Navona)

Francesc Miralles (Barcelona, 1968) is a reference in the field of personal
development and has written numerous books of international success. He
currently gives talks all over the world and writes in media such as El País Semanal
and Cuerpomente, as well as working for SER and RNE. Among many others, he is
co-author of the book Ikigai, translated into more than 65 languages, which has
been a bestseller in the United States, the United Kingdom, Holland, Turkey and
India, where it has been number 1 in non-fiction for two years. As a novelist, he
made a name for himself with lowercase love, translated into 28 languages, which
remained on the German bestseller list for two years. In the field of fiction she has
also written Wabi-Sabi, Un rayo de esperanza and La biblioteca de la Luna. Set in
Barcelona's Gràcia neighborhood, where the author lived for more than twenty
years, Coworking is his new and long-awaited novel.

Key selling points

Francesc Miralles' return to fiction after many years
Focused on "coworking", a new concept in our society that
describes a way of working through sharing space
From the bestselling author of international successes such
as Ikigai

Newest
Book!
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La Otra Orilla
(The Other Shore)

Isla de Buda, Delta del Ebro, 1961, Asun is an eleven-year-old girl
full of aspirations and dreams who loves to learn in the school
of the teacher Isidre. Her parents, Mariano and Remedios, work
in the rice fields of the Pons family, the owners of the island.
Asun is aware that her mother's relationship with the lords,
especially with Master Max, is tinged with silence, and by chance
she discovers that her mother used to be the owner of some of
those lands.
 
Everything changes for her with the unexpected death of
Remedios. Her father decides to start serving in the Pons
farmhouse, but the little girl is not willing to assume the destiny
that her condition has reserved for her; she aspires to more and
thanks to a borrowed bicycle, her wit and a strong
determination she becomes one of the most successful
businesswomen in the area. However, she will have to face the
ghosts of the past to protect what she has fought so hard for.

An unforgettable novel about determination and
the struggle against destiny

Fiction / Historical fiction

Original title: La Otra Orilla
Original language: Catalan
472 pages
Published in 2021
Material available: Spanish PDF

RIGHTS SOLD

Spanish (Suma, Penguin Random House) 

Key selling points

After the success of Los olivos de Belchite and La maestra
republicana, Elena Moya returns with a novel of full of
affection and dreams.

Elena Moya Pereira (Tarragona, 1970) grew up in the Mediterranean coastal town
of Tarragona, south of Barcelona, during the last years of the Franco dictatorship.
After attending university in Spain, she was awarded a Fulbright scholarship to
pursue a master’s degree in Financial Journalism in the USA. Elena worked for
newspapers in Barcelona and Reno, Nevada, and finally settled in London in 1998.
She is currently a business reporter for The Guardian, having worked at Bloomberg
and Reuters newswires previously. She lives with her partner in North London.
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El Vino del Alquimista
(The Wine of the

Alquimist)

Víctor Morell, a sommelier in low hours, receives from an
anonymous emissary an unusual mission: to find a unique
bottle, known among the initiates as the wine of the alchemist.
Disappeared almost two centuries ago, the writings of the time
assure that this wine grants to those who drink it an existential
knowledge unprecedented for humanity. Victor embarks on an
uncertain and dangerous journey that will take him from the
vineyards of the Catalonia to the remote landscapes of
Turkestan, passing through Paris, Saint Petersburg or the hills of
Tuscany.

But he’ll soon realize he’s not the only one chasing the relic. While
competing with Sofia, a neuropsychiatrist convinced that the
properties of wine alter the conscience of those who drink it,
powerful pharmacists, business emporiums and esoteric
organizations step on their heels in a relentless race to get hold
of it. But who among them will be able to unravel the secrets of
the alchemist’s wine? And what price will he have to pay for it?

A world-wide adventure to recover a lost relic: the
wine that grants to those who drink it an existential

knowledge unprecedented for humanity

Fiction / Mistery, Thriller

Original title: El Vino del Alquimista
Original language: Spanish
328 pages
Published in March 2024
Material available: Spanish PDF

RIGHTS SOLD

Spanish (PLAZA & JANES, PRH) 

Key selling points

Being Pepe Müllher’s debut, he offers a thrilling adventure in order to protect humanity from
mischievous interests. This same pattern can be found in the great classical adventure’s films, like
Indiana Jones (a relic that can change the fate of humanity forever, and a frenetic race against an
evil corporative enemy), catching more than the lovers of the genre!

A detailed close-up on the secret societies that have moulded our society, focused on the wine’s
ones, a product well known and appreciated across the world.

From a German father and a Catalan mother, Pepe Müller grew up in Barcelona
and, after being educated at the German College, graduated in Chemical
Engineering, which led him to manage several companies in the sector and
allowed him to travel to almost eighty countries.

His first opera, El vino del alquimista, combines his literary passion with his great
passion for oenology.
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Y que Nadie Sepa Nada
(And Let Nobody Find Out)

"When I was accepted into the studio of Marco Mancini, the
most sought-after architect in Madrid, I knew I had just come
across a once-in-alifetime opportunity. Given the chance to
demonstrate your talent and impress someone you admire so
much, what would be more unforgivable: not to take the
plunge... or to do it with all the consequences?

What I couldn't even dream of was that my interest in Marco
would be reciprocated, and that it would turn into an attraction
that would test us and plunge us into the best summer of our
lives. One marked by new experiences, lies that change
everything and, above all, by an exciting tug-of-war that is
pushing us to the limit."

In this new and refreshing Spanish-style LGTBQ+
romcom, Alberto will find himself having to choose

between his love life and a promising career

Fiction / Contemporary Romcom

Original title: Y que Nadie Sepa Nada
Original language: Spanish
412 pages
Published in 2023
Material available: Spanish PDF

RIGHTS SOLD

Spanish (Ediciones Versátil) 

Key selling points

Overflowing with humor and erotism, Y que Nadie Sepa
Nada easily hooks the reader with its fresh plot.

Finally a conflict that goes beyond coming out of the closet!

Written in a close, friendly tone, in first person, combining
stories of friendship and fun side plots.

Being a genre on the rise, there is still a lot of room for new
LGTBQ+ authors to break through with stories like this one.

Alfonso Muñoz has a degree in Audiovisual Communication and has studied
Television Scriptwriting. Whether as a consultant or as a journalist, he has been
involved in communication for the last ten years. He has worked in media and
platforms such as Movistar+, Fórmula TV or Vanitatis. He studies theatre acting and
is the author of, among others, the plays Tres tristes tigres and Javi a secas, which
have already been premiered. 
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El Valle del Hierro
(The Iron Valley)

On a rainy night in 1577, the coal man Domingo Harria left his
farmhouse for the Mirandaola ironworks, where its owners, the Plazaola,
are waiting for him. Asencia, his wife, discovers the next morning that
Domingo has not returned home, and gives the alarm. It is not the first
time that someone disappears in the valley; it will not be the last.
After several days without news, Asencia goes to the ironworks looking
for some clue about the whereabouts of her husband, but, although
they assure her that Domingo never attended the appointment, she is
convinced that the Plazaola lie. Their guild has never been reliable.
Years later, when the whole valley seems to have forgotten Domingo,
except for Asencia, Jurdana appears in her life: A young woman of
unknown origin who not only keeps a great secret, but flees from a past
that, sooner or later, she will have to face. She just hopes she doesn’t
have to do it alone.

In the 16th century, mysterious disappearances cast
fear on the valley’s inhabitants, coinciding with

ancient guild rivalries

Fiction / Historical Thriller
Original title: El Valle del Hierro
Original language: Spanish
528 pages
Published in March 2023
Material available: Spanish PDF

RIGHTS SOLD

Spanish (NdeNovela - Grupo Planeta) 

Key selling points

El Valle del Hierro is a fast-paced historical thriller imbued with
drama, love and mystery, set in the rural life and the world of artisan
crafts, from which the industrial origin of the Basque Country comes:
it is a development in parallel with many other parts of Europe, and
that will end with the recognition of the Basque steel industry as the
best in the world during the industrial revolution.
An ancient and rural setting is the perfect for a good mystery story!
A novel with female protagonists, empowered matriarchs, tough
and brave, who want to control their own destiny, even when it
seems impossible.
Since Ane Odriozola comes from the world of self-publishing, she is
self-made author and a safe bet for publishers when it comes to
seduce the reader.

Ane Odriozola (Legazpi, Gipuzkoa, 1979) has worked since 2006 in the Citizen
Service of the Council of Arrasate-Mondragón.
Fond of reading, in 2018 she self-published The Secret of Gibola, her first novel,
which embodies the reality of Legazpi in the early twentieth century. In 2020 she
continued the story with The Shadow of Gibola, and in 2021 she closed the trilogy
with Conspiracy in Gibola.
In 2019 she obtained the recognition Literatura Saria 2019 in the category of cultural
merit. She has won several prizes in Basque story contests: the Iparragirre Literature
Prize 2019 and 2021 in the narrative category, the Kimetz Prize in 2022 and was a
finalist in the III Urrike Short Story Contest.
The Iron Valley is her fourth novel.
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Vladivostok

Before she died, Tomás' wife Magda planned a trip to
Vladivostok with him. Two years later, having overcome the most
intense pain, he tries to find meaning in his daily life as a
widower and retiree: he reads the books she left behind, rides
his bicycle around the hills of his housing estate and meets his
best friend, who insists on finding him a new partner. But the
summer will change completely with the arrival of a new
neighbor and her son, and this will make Tomás rethink what to
do with the last years of his life.

With a brutally honest tone, Lluís Oliván makes a portrait of a
bittersweet old age and of a life full of contradictions and
moments of vitality, and shows us that as long as we continue
to walk the path we can affirm that we are still alive.

Vladivostok, a Russian city in the Far East of Asia,
The place where Tomás and Magda were

supposed to go with their motorhome before she
died of cancer in this touching story

Fiction / Upmarket Literary Fiction

Original title: Vladivostok
Original language: Catalan
232 pages
Published in 2021
Material available: Catalan PDF

RIGHTS SOLD

Catalan (Edicions del Periscopi) Key selling points

Precise and evocative language.

Since his first novel, the author has shown a narrator well
aware of the conditions of postmodernity.

From a recognized author, distinguished by the Premi Sant
Celoni, the Premi Fiter i Rossell, and the Premio Ciudad de
Getafe.

Lluís Olivan Sibat (Lliçà d’Amunt, Vallès Oriental, 1968) has won many narrative
prizes, in novel as well as in short narrative, both in Spanish and Catalan. He has
stories included in several short stories compilations by numerous writers. He has
published the following novels: El taxidermista (2005), Premi Sant Celoni; El món
liquid (2006), Premi Valldaura; El guardián de las hogueras (2006), Premio
Ciudad de Getafe; Un pare posible (Columna, 2007), Premi Fiter i Rossell; Has
marxat sense avisar (Columna, 2010); El castell del doctor Franchini (Cruïlla, 2012);
and La Banda de l’Embut (Cruïlla, 2012).
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Alejandro
Palomas

Alejandro Palomas (Barcelona, 1967) has a degree in English
Philology from the University de Barcelona and a Master’s degree
in Poetry from the New College of San Francisco. He has
collaborated with several newspapers and publications and
translated writers such as Katherine Mansfield, Gertrude Stein,
Willa Cather and Jack London. He wrote the screenplay Ojos de
Invierno, based on his novel Tanta Vida (2008), the rights for
which were sold to Filmax. In 2002, he was chosen as the FNAC
New Talent for his novel El tiempo del corazón. His latest works
(Una Madre, Un Perro and Un Hijo) were all critically acclaimed
and translated into a number of languages.

An international top-seller success,
author of A Son, A Mother and A Dog

New in the
catalogue!

15 EDITIONS
ONLY IN

SPANISH!
On its 5th
edition!

On its 4th
edition!



El Tiempo que nos Une
(The Time That Bends Us)

Grandma Mencia convalesces with her granddaughter, Bea,
who does not want to tell what really hurts her. This is the
beginning of The Time That Bends Us, a choral novel of female
voices, a saga of women with hearts so great that they are
capable of harbouring from the deepest love to the greatest
suffering. Among the five protagonists of the story, family ties
intertwine to form a network that sometimes traps, others
embrace and, above all, protects. Mencia, the wise and
dishevelled matriarch; Lía, who always stays; Flavia, who lives in
absence; Inés, a mother who suffers and lover who laments;
and Bea, the youngest, are unforgettable characters, who keep
secrets but shout truths, and who feel and laugh and cry.

With delicacy and precision in language, Alejandro Palomas
builds a feminine universe of relationships and emotions that
surrounds the reader. In The Time That Bends Us, as in life, many
things happen, but in the end what matters is who has been
sailing by your side.

A tremendous storytelling on the lives of five women

First published more than a decade ago, now it will
count with its first hard-cover edition!

Fiction / Women’s Fiction

Original title: El Tiempo que Nos Une
Original language: Spanish 
592 pages 
Published ifor the first time in 2011
Material available: Spanish PDF 

RIGHTS SOLD 

Spanish (Booket, Planeta)
Spanish Audiobook (Recorded Books)
Spanish Scenic Rights (Grup Focus)
Catalan (Columna, Planeta)
Catalan Scenic Rights (Grup Focus)
Serbian (Mladinska knjiga Beograd) (Reverted)

Key selling points

Being a novel published before his boom, its diffusion in Spain was limited and its impact outside almost
inexistent. Nonetheless, it is one of his greatest works, and now that Alejandro has proven his value with
spectacular sales, it is the great chance to acquire it.

Paloma’s A Son, published in 2015, was a mass phenomenon, being translated into 22
languages, including French, Italian or Russian, and selling around 20.000 copies only
in its editions in Spanish. It also deserved him the Joaquim Ruyra award, La Isla de los
libros award, and the Spanish National Literature award.

·Even if it hasn’t received a marketing campaign at the level of his following works,
El Tiempo que Nos Une has sold over time 14.000 copies in its editions in Spanish,
being a constant seller. The scenic rights were also sold, and its stage play is still
represented in the big theatres of Madrid and Barcelona: a proof that El Tiempo
que nos Une has made its way in the people’s heart. 
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UN AMOR
(A LOVE)

Fiction / Contemporany

Original title: Un Amor
Original language: Spanish
464 pages
Published in 2018
Material available: Spanish and Catalan
PDF, English sample

RIGHTS SOLD

Spanish SC (Destino, Grupo Planeta)
Catalan (Columna, Grupo Planeta)
Serbian (Kosmos)
Icelandic (Drápa Publishing House)

Key selling points

The Winning novel of the 2018 Nadal Prize, that printed more than 30.000
copies in Spain just in one week!

‘’24 hours, a wedding, a family, everything is all
right, a phone call and everything is wrong. Life

begins’’.

In Amalia’s small familiar world, composed by her
three kids, Silvia, Emma and Fer, live moves guided
through feelings. Amalia’s family is a common
family, and over all, very real... But their lives reach
the top, Emma is about to get married and all the
members of the family are very involved in making
of this day the best day, and give Emma the
wedding she deserves. The night before the
wedding an unexpected phone call disestablishes
the family’s harmony. Silvia, Emma, Fer and other
family members are gathered to celebrate, too,
Amalia’s birthday which coincides with the wedding
day. 24 hours of an emotional rollercoaster which
will test each and every one and, specially, which will
test the familiar harmony. 
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On its 5th
edition!

Alejandro Palomas is an expert of turning simple things into
powerful and incredible stories: the keys are a fantastic
prose and charismatic characters that easily steal the
reader’s heart!



UN PERRO
(A DOG)

Fiction / Contemporany

Original title: Una perro
Original language: Spanish
336 pages
Published in 2016
Material available: Spanish and Catalan PDF

RIGHTS SOLD

Spanish (Destino, Grupo Planeta)
Spanish audio (Recorded Books)
Catalan (Columna, Grupo Planeta)
French (LE CHERCHE MIDI)
Polish (Grupa Wydawnicza Foksal)
Icelandic (Drápa)
Serbian (Kosmos Izdavastvo)
Greek (Opera)

Key selling points

Palomas returns to the charismatic characters from A Mother (the first book of the trilogy, with 15 editions
in Spanish), now following the story of a small puppy. This is the portrait of the fascinating bond between
a man and his dog that enchant all readers, but specially those who have suffered for a pet. 

An explosive and touching story where Alejandro
Palomas recovers the characters we first met, and

those we fell in love with, in A mother.

Sitting in a cafeteria one early summer afternoon, Fer and his
mother, Amalia, wait for a call that does not arrive. During the
following hours, Fer will do his best to hide what is hidden
behind that dreaded call that can shatter the calm that has
settled in the family since, being just a puppy, R came into his
life. But perhaps this calm is more precarious than it seems.
When the phone finally rings, the night will bring with it an
unexpected company, and with it will come a torrent of
confessions, truths that perhaps were not so much and the five
letters of a name that, pulling the family album, Fer must dare
to invoke so that life will once again show him and his people
his best version.
A dog is not only the portrait of the fascinating bond between
a man and his dog, but also a swirl of emotions in which a
tender and raw look at the family universe and a tribute to love
in all its manifestations converge.
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On its 4th
edition!

 The 2nd printing of Un Perro was only 6 days after the book was out!



UNA MADRE
(A MOTHER)

Fiction / Contemporany

Original title: Una madre
Original language: Spanish
248 pages
Published in 2014
Material available: Spanish, Italian, Bulgarian,
French and Catalan PDF, English sample

RIGHTS SOLD

Spanish SC (Destino, Grupo Planeta)
Spanish HC (Pearson Education UK)
Catalan (Columna, Grupo Planeta)
Audio rigths in Spanish (Audible)
French SC (Le Cherche Midi)
French Pocket (Pocket Jeunesse)
Brazilian Portuguese(Casa da Palavra)
Bulgarian (Smart Books)
Italian (Neri Pozza)
Greek (Editions Opera)
Serbian (Kosmos)
Icelandic (Drápa Publishing House)
Romanian (RAO)
Portuguese (Presença) – Reverted
Polish (Wydawnicza Foksal) - Reverted
Scenic Rights (Morena Films) - Reverted

Key selling points

Alejandro Palomas is nowadays one of the most visible
authors of Spain.

A zany yet deeply touching family comedy,
reminiscent of Almodóvar 

Una madre tells the story of a dinner, and of the seven
attendants who are bound to share the beginnings of a new life
none of them are envisioning. With her sense of humor and
determination, Amalia weaves a net of invisible threads around
the table meant to unite and protect her family.
 
She mends the silences of some, while she channels the present
and future of others. She knows that this is going to be a long
night: full of secrets and lies, of laughter and crossed fire, and of
words held back for too long which will finally explode to
enlighten the way to go. She knows this is the time to take
action, and she is not willing to let anything get in her way.

Una madre is not just the portrait of a woman who decided to
take the hardest path at a certain time, even though she has
been rewarded with the power to look after her children like she
never expected she would need to; this is also an intimation of
what the human race is capable of proving to itself when its
best side comes to the surface.
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15 EDITIONS
ONLY IN

SPANISH!

His latest work Esto no se dice is being adapted to the screen.

Una madre is the first book of a tematic trilogy, recieving fantastic
reviews:

“A family reunion full of emotion, love and fights ; a night when everybodyś
stories and regrets will emerge to the surface – itś all very enjoyable. A sweet,
extravagant novel.”
                                                                —Bookseller in Annonay



AION

Can time be controlled? The mega-corporations that survived
"The God's fury" share the pie of a devastated world, but for
CRONOS everything is easier. They have the Mithra, the machine
that allows us them to interfere in the future events. They are just
small, barely perceptible details in a timeline that always
remains unchanged.
Until now. 

Orestes Brunn is AION's top agent. Without knowing how, he has  
changed the timeline with direct  consequences for his reality.
And he will do whatever it takes to go back to his normality.

Fiction / Science Ficition

Original title: Aion. La línea del tiempo.
Original language: Spanish
126 pages
Published in october 2023
Material available: Spanish PDF

RIGHTS SOLD

Spanish (Apache Libros)Key selling points

A fresh new approach to time travel adventures

Mention of Honour at UPC Prize for Science Fiction

A new powerful voice in sci-fi fiction

Daniel Pastrana  is a journalist from Ecija (Seville) who has been working for
more than five years in literature. Author of several short stories, he has received
awards in some international competitions, such as the VIII Certamen de Relatos
por la Igualdad Victoria Sendón, the Victoria Sendón, the Nuevo Casino de
Pamplona short story contest and the International Short Story Encarna León
International Short Story Award.
In 2019 he published his first novel Portadores del Don (Editorial Titanium) whose
sequel, La Ira de los Seis (Editorial Titanium) was released in December 2021.
AION, The Timeline is his first foray into science fiction, a title that has earned him
a place as a finalist in the 1st Domingo Santos Novel Prize and a Special Mention
in the UPC Prize for Science Fiction  in 2022.

A different twist to time travel adventures.
A ravaged world, a man searching for his missing

parents,an event that will change his world forever. 
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La importancia de tu nombre
(The importance of your name)

Elena Maldonado, a prestigious psychologist in the Salamanca
neighborhood, receives a message in which someone assures
her that one of her patients is going to be murdered and that
she will have to decide which one and how he should die. At
first, it seems like a bad joke, but she will soon discover that her
anonymous puppeteer knows all her secrets and that, if she
does not follow the rules of the game, her daughter will be in
grave danger.

The good news is that Elena knows how people's minds work.
The bad news is that her stalker's cruelty seems to be totally
inhuman. Who is he and why does he hate her so much? How
long has he been stalking her? Is she unknowingly sharing her
day-to-day life with a sadistic killer?

Fiction / Thriller

Original title: La Importancia de tu Nombre
Original language: Spanish
352 pages
Published in 2022
Material available: Spanish PDF

RIGHTS SOLD

Spanish (Ediciones B, Penguin Random House)Key selling points

A breathtaking psychological thriller with a clear question:
Where is the line when it comes to protecting your loved
ones?
A suffocating setting that will stick in the reader's mind for a
long time.
A brilliantly resolved ending, with no gaps.
From one of the most fascinating authors of contemporary
Spanish thrillers.

Clara Peñalver (Seville, 1983) is a writer and creative consultant. She holds a
degree in Biology from the University of Granada. She is the author of Sangre
(Best New Writer Award at the Imaginamálaga Festival 2010) and the Ada Levy
series. In addition, she has published a line of children's books under the
Beascoa imprint, with titles focused on creativity and emotional intelligence.
Peñalver has also presented the sixth and seventh seasons of La 2's art program
La mitad invisible. At Ediciones B she has published Las voces de Carol (2018) a
psychological thriller with mental health at its epicenter and Sublimación (2021),
based on the original Storytel series.

A disturbing thriller with a brutal premise: the life of a
renowned therapist explodes when she is caught in a

stranger's dark psychological game
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La Passadora
(The Rescuer)

A girl from a village in the Pyrenees called Sol is forced to flee to
Andorra, where she will join an escape network. Its members are
dedicated to guiding Jews and Allied pilots fleeing the Nazis from
France to Spain. Little by little she became involved in the actions of this
group and in the course of her travels she served as courier for
important documents for the British consulate in Barcelona. 
In one of her trips she will meet Max, and they will fall in love without
knowing that she is actually a sergeant of the Werhmacht. The moment
she finds out, she will be trapped in a strong moral dilemma.
When the brother of Sol is imprisoned by the Gestapo, she asks for
Max’s help and he promises to save him, but soon after making the
promise, the Nazis surround the network’s operations center. Has Max
actually betrayed her?

Fiction / Historical Romance

Original title: La passadora
Original language: Catalan
448 pages
Published in February 2024
Material available: Catalan and Spanish
manuscripts

RIGHTS SOLD

Spanish (Destino, Grupo Planeta)
Catalan (Columna, Grupo Planeta)

Key selling points

A brave exercise of historical memory that highlights the hidden
escapade of hundreds, if not thousands of persecuted who went
through the harsh and mountainous passages of the Pyrenees to
flee from Nazi regime’s claws: a story well-known by the locals, but
almost forgotten by the rest of the world.

Perearnau masterfully resorts to one of the great themes of
romance: forbidden love, in this case between an opponent of the
Nazi regime and an officer of the Wehrmacht. Playing with illusions
and constant tension, LA PASSADORA contains a magnificent
element of suspense that makes it an authentic turn-pager.

Laia Perearnau won the Nestor Lujan award with her previous
historical novel, Francesca de Barcelona.

Laia Perearnau was born in Barcelona in 1972. She has a degree in
Communication Sciences from the Autonomous University of Barcelona (1995)
and in History from the University of Barcelona (2008). She began her
professional career in the written press but soon turned to television and
specifically to television fiction. She currently works at Televisió de Catalunya
where she has been a scriptwriter for different programs with different themes,
from Club Super3 to La Marató de TV3. She is also the author of the fantasy genre
book El Secreto de la iglesia del Capmort (2014) and co-author of the children's
books El Superiaio y la Martina en el mito de Ícaro (2007) and El Superiaio y la
Martina en el mito de Cronos (2009). Laia Perarnau has been awarded the
Nèstor Luján 2022 Prize for her latest work Francesca de Barcelona.

A girl from a little village in the Pyrenees becomes
a fugitive from the Nazi regime and falls in love
with her greatest enemy, a German lieutenant

stationed on the Andorran border.
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Francesca de Barcelona
(Now on its third edition)

Also by Laia:

New in the
catalogue!



Manual de
supervivència d'una

dona soltera
(Survival manual for

a single woman)

Survival Manual is a feminine and feminist comedy about being
a single woman today. A realistic overview of the dating world
that makes you laugh out loud, clearly depicting the types of
relations that you can expect and the types of men (and
women) that one can find in the loving jungle of the 21st
century.
The protagonist had very clear that she doesn’t want to marry.
She had a couple for ten years and she was happy living in
their home. But the day that her partner demands marriage
and she refuses, the relationship is over. It’s just the night before
New Year’s Eve and she intends to find a new partner before a
year passes. Going through all the phases of mourning after a
traumatic breakup, she will go through all possible candidates
and anecdotes, all inspired by real events.

Depressive, histrionic, hyperactive, or sex addicted, these
are some of the depictions of the boys the protagonist will
meet to fix her life in this feminine and feminist comedy

Fiction / Rom-Com

Original title: Manual de supervivència d'una
dona soltera
Original language: Catalan
352 pages
Published in January 2024
Material available: Catalan PDF

RIGHTS SOLD

Catalan (Columna, Planeta) 

Alfred Picó Sentelles is a journalist, writer and professor of communication. He
graduated in Information Sciences from the Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona.
He has specialized in cultural journalism. He has written articles and opinion
columns in Catalan newspapers, and presented programs and sections in
numerous Catalan radios and TV channels.
He has published two important essays on Communication: "100 idees per ser un
gran comunicador" (Cossetània) and the renowned manual "El Mètode Picó per
parlar en públic" (Angle).
He has published a few novels of notable media impact. Two of them are a tribute
to Barça: "Blai Grana" (La Magrana, 1999) and "Yes, yes, yes. Hem guanyat à Paris"
(Rosa dels Vents, 2006). One of his best-known novels is "Casats contra solters"
(Column). 

Key selling points
A necessary laugh-out-loud comedy on the eccentric dating panorama that exist nowadays,
being a big dose of humility for all singles and the damaging values society unconsciously
promotes.
A novel that masterfully applies the great dilemma of choosing between your comfort zone
and your personal freedom.
Picó is a journalist, writer and professor of communication, and his extensive background
clearly reflects on his work, being accessible and fantastically written.
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La llave de las estrellas
(the key to the stars)

In 2012, at the height of the Greek crisis, young Rebeca
Benveniste is left all alone and on the verge of eviction. Her
beloved nona, her grandmother, has passed away, and with
her studies in Hispanic Philology she is unable to find a job to
support herself. So she decides to travel to the small village of
Alpartazgo, in the province of Zaragoza, where her Sephardic
ancestors came from more than five hundred years ago.
Among his meager luggage he carries the key that has been
passed down from generation to generation and that probably
opens the door of the house that his family had to abandon.

At the end of the 15th century, Vida Benveniste, the daughter of
the butcher of the Jewish quarter of Alpartazgo, befriends
Leonor de Lanuza, a member of the most powerful local noble
family. Both are intrepid and intelligent and do not accept the
limitations that mark them professing different religions. Their
lives will inevitably follow very different paths, but their
friendship, marked by deep feelings, will always prevail over
creeds and social impositions.

Two vibrant and luminous stories that intertwine, full of
love, sex, friendship, humor, uprooting and motherhood

Fiction / Historical

Original title: La llave de las estrellas
Original language: Spanish
Unknown pages
Published in 2022
Material available: Spanish PDF

RIGHTS SOLD

Spanish (Haper Collins Ibérica) 

Marta Quintin (Zaragoza, 1989) was placed on a table at the age of four and told
to tell the other children in her kindergarten class a story of her choice. She chose
Cinderella. Since then, all she remembers from the rest of her life is telling more. Like
the ones that won her several Tomás Seral y Casas short story awards or the ones
she has collected as a journalist at the EFE Agency, Cadena SER, and the Spanish
NASA, or the one called Dime una palabra (Tell me a word), her first novel
published in the heat of the skyscrapers of New York. In 2018 she published El color
de la luz (The color of light). 

Key selling points

A thrilling, emotional, beautiful story, full of rich
historical detail.
From one of the top authors in Spanish historical
fiction. 
A vivid depiction of the coexistence of Judaism and
Catholicism in the 15th century.
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El Asesino de la Máscara Noh
(The murderer of the Noh Mask)

An unusual case has disoriented the police of Barcelona: in the
tunnel of an abandoned metro station, a body appears in
conditions difficult to explain and harder to believe. The corpse
has had part of its face ripped off and a mask from the
traditional Noh theatre in Japan has been placed in its place.
When the police unit in charge of the case is trying to
understand what has led a person to commit such a crime, a
second body appears in similar conditions. Next to her, lies the
documentation of the ex-girlfriend of inspector Andreu Martí,
who will face the most difficult case of his career.

A macabre murder case, totally unusual, has the
police department in shock. They will soon realize

that they are handeling a serial killer

Fiction / Thriller

Original title: El Asesino de la Máscara Noh
Original language: Spanish
412 pages
Published in February 2024
Material available: Spanish PDF

RIGHTS SOLD

Spanish (Editorial Contraluz)

Key selling points

Ramos is able to create an exciting crime story around a
Japanese folk element. This is a very shocking contrast
when murders occur in the antipodes of Japan, hooking the
reader until the whole truth is revealed.

The protagonist, Inspector Andreu Martí, is much more than
a mere witness of the police investigation: he will suffer in
first person a constant stalking by the killer, creating a
dense climate of tension that make the readers
immediatly fall in love with this book.

Ramos reached the NUMBER 1 SPOT ON AMAZON THE WEEK
OF THE 20th OF MARCH OF 2023 with her book LOS
CRÍMENES DE HAMLET, and has been published in Spain,
Portugal, Brazil and Russia.

Malenka Ramos was born in Oviedo, where she currently lives. She began writing
mystery and horror novels at a very young age. She became known for her erotic
trilogy Venganza, whose first novel was published in print after having more than
a million readers online. She is currently fully focused on the mystery and horror
genre, with works such as Lo que habita dentro, La figura de arcilla, and El que
susurra, winner, along with two other novels, of the Tabook's competition at the
Sitges Horror Festival 2019. The murderer of the Noh Mask is her latest novel.
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Los Crímenes de Hamlet

Also by Malenka:

New in the
catalogue!



Susana
Rodríguez

Susana Rodríguez (Pamplona, 1968), is devoted to journalism,
graduated in Communication at the Universidad del país Vasco.
Since she was a little girl, she knew she would dedicate her life to
storytelling. Some of these stories would be real, the ones she
writes daily in the newspaper she works at, and some others
made up, and with these, she fills her novels. Passionate about
reading since her youngest years, she has special feelings for
Latin-Americans writers, especially towards Gabriel García
Márquez.

Being a passionate of black novel,
Susana Rodríguez is one ofe the most

relevant thriller authors in Spain!

Now on
its second

edition!
New in the
catalogue!



MEJOR MUERTO
(BETTER DEAD)

Francisco Sarasola, an important real estate developer in
Pamplona, has disappeared without a trace. Hours after the
complaint, the family receives a message in which the
businessman can be seen badly injured on the ground. They
demand a million euros in exchange for their life. A few days
later, the deputy director of the company vanishes and the
young lover of the businessman is found dead in the toilets of
the train station.

Sarasola is a difficult man, accustomed to doing his will
without worrying about the consequences of his actions.
During the investigation, Pieldelobo finds a family little
distressed: a son eager to take the reins of the company;
another weak, controlled by his young wife, and a third who is
just a scared boy. The first wife openly hates him, and the
second, devoted to tarot, fears him and tries to please him to
avoid his anger. Blackmail and extortion, threats and violence,
deep-rooted hatreds that suffocate them and prevent them
from moving forward. The Sarasola family knows that their
obligation is to collaborate in the search for Francis, but it is so
easy to live without him

The comeback of inspector Marcela Pieldelobo,
embarked on a time-trial investigation where

everyone lies and no one seems to be in a hurry to
find an eminent kidnapped businessman

Fiction / Thriller

Original title: Mejor Muerto
Original language: Spanish
336 pages
Published in March 2024
Material available: Spanish PDF

RIGHTS SOLD

Spanish (HarperCollins Ibérica)

Key selling points

A magnificent third title of the series, where Marcela continues to deal with her own ghosts, her
fears and her doubts, but she is still as sharp, determined on the professional, and sarcastic and
hesitant in the personal.
A literary phenomenon in Spain, being one of the best black novel series set in the iberian peninsula.

Susana Rodríguez (Pamplona, 1968), is devoted to journalism, graduated in
Communication at the Universidad del país Vasco. Since she was a little girl, she
knew she would dedicate her life to storytelling. Some of these stories would be
real, the ones she writes daily in the newspaper she works at, and some others
made up, and with these, she fills her novels. Passionate about reading since her
youngest years, she has special feelings for Latin-Americans writers, especially
towards Gabriel García Márquez.
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En la Sangre
(In the Blood)

Inspector Pieldelobo is still in the crosshairs of her superiors at
the Pamplona police station after irregularities committed in
the resolution of a triple murder case related to a powerful
Opus Dei family.
A National Police operation against drug trafficking with infiltrated
agents becomes complicated when the young Elur Amézaga is
found murdered in Bera, a small town in Navarra very close to
France. Elur is a police informer and girlfriend of a prominent local
leader of the Basque nationalist party, and everything points to
Inspector Fernando Ribas, Pieldelobo's friend (as well as her lover
and mentor when she joined the force more than ten years ago),
as the culprit, but she refuses to believe that Ribas, for all his
faults, was also a corrupt policeman.
Determined to clear up what happened, Inspector Pieldelobo
ignores both the anonymous blackmail and the indications of the
police, who insist on closing the case as soon as possible, and
the threats of the Abertzale environment, which does not want to
be involved in a case related to drugs. Once again, she will follow
her instinct and start a dangerous investigation against the clock
that will put her life in danger in the foggy lands of the muga
between France and Navarre.

From the author of the series Sin retorno, which
has sold more than 80K copies in Spain, rights

sold to Italy and Portugal, and is currently being
adapted to the screen

Fiction / Thriller

Original title: En la Sangre
Original language: Spanish
368 pages
Published in 2023
Material available: Spanish PDF

RIGHTS SOLD

Spanish (HarperCollins Ibérica)

Key selling points

The beloved, rough, unyielding character of Marcela
Pieldelobo is back, long awaited by readers.

Already on its second printing a month after publication!

Susana Rodríguez (Pamplona, 1968), is devoted to journalism, graduated in
Communication at the Universidad del país Vasco. Since she was a little girl, she
knew she would dedicate her life to storytelling. Some of these stories would be
real, the ones she writes daily in the newspaper she works at, and some others
made up, and with these, she fills her novels. Passionate about reading since her
youngest years, she has special feelings for Latin-Americans writers, especially
towards Gabriel García Márquez.

"Pieldelobo represents the search for
justice above all else, even the law, which,
as we know, so often binds victims, judges

and law enforcement, unintentionally
favoring the offender." 

Literocio

"It is so magnificently devised, spun and
constructed that it becomes a universe

that is very easy to enter and very difficult
to leave."  
Fanfan

"Pieldelobo (. . .) is a great character full of
contradictions and edges that we have

grown fond of since her first appearance.. .
in a cemetery." 

Ideal
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Bajo la piel
(Beneath the Skin)

Inspector Marcela Pieldelobo is difficult to deal with. She is
convinced that orders can be interpreted, and closed doors can
be unlocked if one knows how to.

Her past strikes through the appearance of her abusive father
after her mom’s passing. But she has bigger fish to fry, like the
case of an abandoned baby in a solitary parking lot and a
crashed car full of bloodstains whose driver has vanished.
 
When all the threads lead to a company owned by one of the
most influential families in the region, her superiors take her off
the case… But following her principles and instincts, Marcela is
determined to go further, even at the expense of her life.

An unconventional inspector who is ready to
break the rules in order to save the day

Fiction / Thriller

Original title: Bajo la piel
Original language: Spanish
446 pages
Published in 2021
Material available: Spanish pdf

RIGHTS SOLD

Spanish (Harper Collins Ibérica)

Key selling points

A fast-paced thriller that will keep you on the edge of your
seat.

The author's trilogy Sin Retorno has sold more than 80K
copies and seen 8 reprintings. The film rights have also
been sold.

Her previous books have been translated into Portuguese
and Italian.

Susana Rodríguez (Pamplona, 1968), is devoted to journalism, graduated in
Communication at the Universidad del país Vasco. Since she was a little girl, she
knew she would dedicate her life to storytelling. Some of these stories would be
real, the ones she writes daily in the newspaper she works at, and some others
made up, and with these, she fills her novels. Passionate about reading since her
youngest years, she has special feelings for Latin-Americans writers, especially
towards Gabriel García Márquez.

Sin Retorno

Also by Rodríguez:
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La Ciudad de los
Muchachos

(The Boy's Town)

During Franco’s dictatorship, La Ciudad de los Muchachos (“The
Boys’ Town”) was put in place to house and educate the children
orphaned by the Spanish Civil War.

It was intended as a revolutionary educational project, just like
the original one that inspired the Hollywood film, but Franco's
dictatorship turned it into a nightmarish orphanage.

Teresa Roig has carefully examined the lasting footprint of this
unfortunate project, and now brings us a touching and alarmingly
relevant novel. It is based on the testimony of those who lived in
the Ciudad de los Muchachos during different years spanning the
two decades that the facility ran its program, and on the
documentation left behind on this and similar orphanages.

During Franco’s dictatorship, La Ciudad de los
Muchachos (“The Boys’ Town”) was put in place to
house and educate the children orphaned by the

Spanish Civil War.

Fiction / Historical 

Original title: La Ciudad de los Muchachos
Original language: Spanish
312 pages
Published in 2023
Material available: Spanish PDF, Catalan PDF

RIGHTS SOLD

Catalan (Novum)
Spanish (Novum)

Key selling points

A mandatory lecture to understand education in
authoritarian regimes and the implications of child abuse,
a problem that persists today.
The result of a conscientious research into our recent past
in order to share the footprint suffered by all the victims.

Teresa Roig (Igualada, 1975) collaborates in several media. Lover of nature,
trained in advertising and personal growth, she worked for many years in the
audiovisual world and later dedicated herself to writing. Currently, she combines
it with motherhood and activism. She is the author of Pa amb xocolata, El primer
dia de les nostres vides, and El arquitecto de sueños, among other novels. She
has been awarded several literary prizes such as El Setè Cel or Roc Boronat. La
ciudad de los muchachos is her latest novel.
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La Doncella Guerrera
(The Warrior Maiden)

1475, Arintero. Barely a month had passed since the death of
Henry IV when, one Sunday in January, the men were called to
war. The throne was disputed between his only daughter and
the future Catholic Monarchs, Isabella and Ferdinand, and the
lands of Castille became the battlefield that would forever
change the destiny of the kingdom.

On that Sunday, when the Count of Arintero received the news,
his health no longer allowed him to fight. However, his youngest
daughter, Juana, decided to represent her family in battle and
embark on an epic adventure, full of intrigue and passion, in
which she will have to fight for the crown and avoid being
discovered at all costs.

In this novel, based on the old stories from León, Teresa Sagrera
tells us the story of a fighter and warrior who had to hide under
armor to save her kingdom, honoring her family and becoming
a legend. 

The exciting story of Juana de Arintero, the first
female warrior and soldier of Spain

Fiction / Historical

Original title: La Doncella Guerrera
Original language: Spanish
448 pages
Published in 2022
Material available: Spanish PDF
 
RIGHTS SOLD

Spanish (Ediciones B, Penguin Random House)

Key selling points

The hidden history of one of the bravest women of the
Spanish Middle Ages.
A masterful depiction of the social life, customs, historical
details, and battles of the Middle Ages.
From an experienced author who has published, among
other historical novels, Confidències de una reina, finalist of
the Néstor Luján Prize 2012.

Teresa Sagrera (Sant Pere de Vilamajor, 1966), has worked as a teacher for more
than twenty years. In 2006, she became a member of the Study Center of Sant
Pere de Vilamajor, her tasks being to preserve and research the history of the town.
She has published several articles in the organization's magazine. Her book
Confidències de una Reina was a finalist of the Néstor Lujan Award (2012). Teresa
also collaborates with several Catalan newspapers. 
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El amor cae del cielo
(Love Falls from the Sky)

Can the flowers show us the way? Is it possible to forget the first
love? Does true friendship exist? Violeta is an illustrator who has
to finish the most important order of her career: five watercolor
flowers. One day she receives an email from an old friend, inviting
her and her old group of friends to a house in a little Spanish
village. Being through a love rupture, Violeta finally accepts the
offer: there she will find the inspiration to finish her watercolors,
and meet her old friends and her first crush. Will her hidden
yearnings and the magic of the place be enough for Violeta to
find love?

A vibrating love story about the magic of being in
the right place in the right time

Fiction / Rom Com

Original title: El amor cae del cielo
Original language: Spanish
304 pages
Published in 2022
Material available: Spanish PDF
 
RIGHTS SOLD

Spanish - Mexico (V&R Editoras)
Spanish - Argentina (V&R Editoras)Key selling points

A beautiful love story that will make you feel all the feelings.

A charming, easy-to-read book.

From the author of the bestselling romantasy series, El
bosque de los corazones dormidos. 30K copies sold!

Esther Sanz was born in Barcelona a few autumns ago. She graduated in
Journalism, but soon discovered that narrating reality was not her thing and that
she was better at telling stories in which love, mystery and feelings go hand in
hand. An editor by profession, her great passion has always been reading and
writing romance novels for all types of readers. Her first great success was the
saga of El bosque de los corazones dormidos, followed by Si el amor es una isla.
In 2021, she re-published Vive rápido, siente despacio under the title El amor cae
del cielo (Love falls from the sky), and she makes us fall in love again with an
expanded version of her first novel. For younger readers she has published the
series Yes we dance. Now she presents us with a new series where astrology and
love meet, Astrolove. You can find her on the networks as: @esthersanzca
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L'any que vaig
estimar l'Ava Gardner

(The Year I Loved
Ava Gardner)

When in 1990 Pol Mas knows Ava Gardner died being sixty-six
years old, he remembers he met her at the shooting of Pandora y
el Holandés Errante, at the Hotel Àncora, in Tossa de Mar. An
unforgettable shoot that meant the decisive step from his
childhood towards youth, marked by the lifelong love he
developed for the actress.
A bright story, full of glamour and experiences, with unforgettable
characters such as Ava Gardner, Mario Fabré or Frank Sinatra, in
an unparalleled spot such as the Fifty’s Costa Brava.

A bright, delicious story filled with nostalgia and
glamour, that fictionalize the days Ava Gardner shot in

Tosa de Mar.

Fiction / Historical

Original title: L’any que vaig estimar l’Ava
Gardner
Original language: Catalan
400 pages
Published in 2023
Material available: Catalan PDF

RIGHTS SOLD

Catalan (Columna, Grupo Planeta)
Key selling points

Based on the polemic stay of the actress in Spain.

Jordi Solé has won the 56th Prudenci Bertrana Award.

Well-settled characters in Pop Culture take a major part in
the story, such as Ava Gardner or Frank Sinatra.

Narration takes place in Costa Brava, one of the most
known coasts of Spain for its beauty.

Jordi Solé (Sabadell, Barcelona, 1966) graduate in Journalism from the
Autonomous University of Barcelona, he began his career in 1987 as an editor at the
newspaper Diari de Barcelona. Since then he has collaborated with media like El
Periódico de Catalunya, La Vanguardia, El Independiente or the magazine
Fotogramas. He has been Editor in Chief of the Fantastic Magazine, and the director
of Club Disney. A regular in TV shows such as BCN Magazine (8TV) and El Club
(TV3), on the radio he could be listened to at the RAC1 programs Interferències and
Versió Càmping. He is the author of the reference book Telemanía, las 500 mejores
series de TV de nuestra vida (Salvat, 1999); The story Blanc (Tantagora, 2011), and
five novels: Hijo de dioses, La isla de las brumas and Barcelona Far West
(translated into Spanish as El revólver de Buffalo Bill), published by Editions
Pàmies, Ciutat d’espies and Conspiració a Tàrraco, published by Columna.
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La nit de Damballah
(The Night of Damballah)

Early morning, Barcelona's Zona Franca. On Lluís Artigas' patrol
car radio sounds a 10-50: "Someone has been killed". The victim
is a young Nigerian girl brutally murdered following what turns out
to be a voodoo ritual. Artigas, a burned-out agent under
suspicion of being corrupt, undertakes an unexpected search for
those responsible for this crime. His only ally is Mónica Vidal, a
journalist who will do anything for a story, and who is also
besieged by her own demons.

La Nit de Damballah is a masterfully written novel, with a furious
pace, the narrative pulse of crime classics, an ironic tone and a
cynical, always incisive voice. Jordi Solé shows us a little-known,
greasy side of Barcelona, where often-unnoticed characters
roam. The most compelling is the protagonist, Artigas, a
policeman called to become a mythical antihero.

A bone-chilling thriller by one of the best voices in the
Spanish literary scene

Fiction / Thriller

Original title: La nit de Damballah
Original language: Catalan
352 pages
Published in 2015
Material available: Spanish PDF; Catalan PDF

RIGHTS SOLD

Catalan (Columna, Grupo Planeta)
Spanish (Alrevés Editorial)Key selling points

A chilling tale of horror and bravery. 

The protagonist is a delightfully sarcastic, jaded, ultimately
lovable character.

A trip to the usually forgotten, greasy side of Barcelona.

Jordi Solé (Sabadell, Barcelona, 1966) graduate in Journalism from the
Autonomous University of Barcelona, he began his career in 1987 as an editor at the
newspaper Diari de Barcelona. Since then he has collaborated with media like El
Periódico de Catalunya, La Vanguardia, El Independiente or the magazine
Fotogramas. He has been Editor in Chief of the Fantastic Magazine, and the director
of Club Disney. A regular in TV shows such as BCN Magazine (8TV) and El Club
(TV3), on the radio he could be listened to at the RAC1 programs Interferències and
Versió Càmping. He is the author of the reference book Telemanía, las 500 mejores
series de TV de nuestra vida (Salvat, 1999); The story Blanc (Tantagora, 2011), and
five novels: Hijo de dioses, La isla de las brumas and Barcelona Far West
(translated into Spanish as El revólver de Buffalo Bill), published by Editions
Pàmies, Ciutat d’espies and Conspiració a Tàrraco, published by Columna.
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El somriure dels dofins
(The Smile of the Dolphins)

Francesc has just left prison, after being convicted of a sexual
scandal, and this is his story: everything that took him to that
nightclub toilet, where he was found dressed as a woman having
sex with another boy.
 
These are the childhood, adolescence, and youth memories of a
sensitive and loving child condemned to grow up in the
oppressive environment of a village in the 1980s and 1990s, and
how he was able to overcome the pain and celebrate life thanks
to his friendship with two fantastic women, his love for books and
his capacity for resilience.

With unrivaled tenderness, Francesc Soler takes us into the life of
a little boy who gradually discovers and accepts who he really is,
until he shows his true colors.

A story about initiation, the discovery of the world and
of one's identity

Fiction / Commercial

Original title: Barcelona aquesta tarda o demà
Original language: Catalan
272 pages
Published in 2023
Material available: Catalan PDF

RIGHTS SOLD

Catalan (Columna, Grupo Planeta) 

Key selling points

A piece of self-fiction that explores reality from the 80's until
the present day.

A beautiful, intelligent and light dialogue between
contemporaneity and the cultural legacy that our LGBTIQ+
predecessors have left us.

An unmissable autobiography about desire.

Being published in 2023, it's now is in its second edition!

Francesc Soler (Roda de Ter, 1978) is a journalist and writer. He works in Catalunya
Ràdio, where he has spent much of his professional career. He has collaborated
with various audiovisual media, both in Barcelona and Madrid, and writes an
opinion column in the digital newspaper The New Barcelona Post. He is the author,
among others, of the novel Barcelona demà o aquesta tarda (2021) and the book
of interviews Homonots. Converses amb 10 gais que han obert camí (2014). He
has written El somriure dels dofins in Barcelona, where he has lived for more than
twenty years. You can find him on twitter: @francescsoler78
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Neko Café

Nagore’s life has been going downhill: she broke up with her
partner and was sacked from her job. She can’t even afford to
pay her rent— but just as she is about to lose her flat, an old
friend finds her an unusual job: waitressing at the Neko Café, a
café where seven cats hope to find an owner among the clients
who come in to spend the afternoon.
 
Nursing a childhood fear of cats, Nagore immediately declines.
But soon, desperation drives her to sign a month-long trial
contract.

What promises to be nothing but chaos at the beginning
becomes a transforming experience after the first few days.
Each one of the seven inhabitants of the Neko Café (“neko”
meaning “cat” in Japanese) presents her with a key to the art of
living, until it begins to turn her life around.

Along with the main character, you will discover there is a lot
we can learn about cats, such as serenity, concentration,
flexibility, and authenticity of heart.

The ultimate comfort book, a cozy and cute story that will warm
your heart like a cup of coffee on a cold winter morning. It will
make you purr with joy!

You don’t need nine lives to be happy. If you live
right, just one is enough

Fiction / Inspirational, Feel-Good

Original title: Neko Café
Original language: Spanish
200 pages 
Published in 2021
Material available: Spanish, Catalan, Italian,
French, German and Serbian PDF

RIGHTS SOLD

Catalan (Univers, Enciclopèdia Catalana) 
Spain(Catedral, Enciclopèdia Catalana)
Latin American Spanish (V&R)
German (Heyne Verlag)
Italian (Giunti Editore)
French (Solar Editions, EDI8)
Brazilian Portuguese (V&R Brazil)
Portuguese (Presença)
Czech (Dobrovsky)
Serbian (Vulkan Publishing)
Hungarian (Partvon)
Hebrew (Keter Publishing)
Greek (Minoas)
Polish (WAM)
Turkish (Destek)
Romanian (Humanitas)
Latvian (Zvaigzne ABC)
Swedish (Ordberoende Förlag)(Reverted)

Key selling points

An endearing novel, refreshing and original in its approach
to the art of being happy.
A reflection of the many positive aspects cohabitation and
company of animals may have over mental health and
happiness.
An astonishing success, translated into 14 languages.
A must-have for all cat enjoyers!

Anna Sólyom was born in 1981 in Budapest, Hungary. With a degree in Philosophy,
she published in her country Pillowsophia, a heterodox essay applied to everyday
life. She combines her facet as a writer with her therapies as a facilitator of life
changes. Installed in Barcelona since 2012, she collaborates monthly in the
Integral magazine. She has also published: Reconecta con tu cuerpo and
Pequeño curso de magia cotidiana.
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El llegat de les cendres
(The Legacy of Ashes)

"El llegat de les cendres" is a story of struggle and of women who
show us that some things are indestructible.
In the mid-14th century, Barcelona is still suffering the aftermath
of The Plague. During this period of uncertainty, a group of
women fight against the imposition of Roman Law, a major step
backwards from the laws that governed their ancestors.
Facing a harsh situation, they will start the Workers’ House, a
project aimed to promote new initiatives based on the abilities of
each individual. Everyone will have a place and will learn and
teach at the same time, joining forces to light a new fire that will
once again illuminate the city.
A fire that enlightens, but it also burns and leaves ashes. And
ashes contain the memory of those who have been there and, in
the right hands, can be a seed for the future.

Set in medieval Barcelona, this is the story of
those who dare to dream of a better world

Fiction / Historical

Original title: El Legado de las Cenizas
Original language: Catalan
368 pages
Published in 2023
Material available: Spanish and Catalan PDF

RIGHTS SOLD

Catalan (Novum, Navona)
Spanish (Novum, Navona)

Key selling points

From the author of The Merchant, with more than 40,000
copies sold and 4 translations, a great success among
historians.
A sweeping saga that follows seven women in their fight for
a better life.
Masterfully and vividly set in the devastation and power
vacuum caused by the Black Death in Europe.
Emotional and brave characters that will make the reader
fall in love with them.

Coia Valls (Reus, 1960) is a writer, educator, and speech therapist. In the autumn of
2010 she won the Néstor Luján prize for historical novels with La princesa de jade.
She has since published various works with Ediciones B: El Mercader, translated into
several languages, Les torres del cel, La cuinera, winner of the Prize for the Best
Novel in Catalan awarded on the website ‘Llegir en cas d’incendi’, Amor prohibit,
and Etheria, a novel about an intrepid traveler from the fourth century. All of these
works have been adapted for the stage. 
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Los doce códigos del amor
(The twelve codes of love)

Have you ever wondered why some people find a partner right
away and others don't even manage to find one? Some people
put it down to bad luck, but the reality is that many of us are
burdened with unconscious fears that block us and make us
repeat patterns ad nauseam and always run into the same
type of people.

In astrology, the Moon is key when analyzing our birth chart, as
it helps us to understand how we relate, reveals the childhood
wounds we carry and how we lived our first love: that of our
mother (or equivalent person), a model that we will repeat in
all our relationships.

There are twelve possible lunar patterns: twelve unconscious
fears that define how we relate to each other. To become
aware of them, and also of the planets with which they interact,
is essential to, if it is convenient for us, change them and
access good relationships, in which no one heals anyone, but
both members of the couple form a team.

Astrology is your best ally to discover the
unconscious fears that block your relationships

and get the love you deserve

Non-fiction / Astrology

Original title: Los doce códigos del amor
Original language: Spanish
256 pages
Published in 2022
Material available: Spanish PDF

RIGHTS SOLD

Spanish (Grijalbo, Penguin Random House)
Brazilian Portuguese (Pensamento)
Portuguese (Zero a Oito)

Elva Abril, journalist and astrologist, has created her own consulting firm based on
natal charts. Since then, she gives talks, participates in conferences and delivers
courses on astrology with a focus on psychology and personal growth, and she is
one of the most highly solicited professionals in her field. 

Key selling points

One of the most prominent voices of astrology in Spain.
An innovative book that shows us the path to discover our
unconscious ways of think and feel.
A must read for those who want to heal them self’s and to
build meaningful relationships.
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Non-Fiction / Financial Education

Original title: Money Mindfulness
Original language: Spanish
216 pages
Published: January 2019
Material available: Spanish, French and Polish PDF

RIGHTS SOLD

Spanish (Grijalbo, Penguin Random House España)
Spanish audible (AudibleGmb)
Italian (Fabbri Editori)
French (Solar Editions)
Greek (Patakis Publishers)
Brazilian Portuguese(V&R)
Portuguese (Presença)
Polish (Wydawnictwo Literackie)
Russian (Popuri)
Marathi (Madhushree Publication)
Arabic (Jarir Book Store)
Turkish (Scala Kitapçılık)

Money Mindfulness

With a revolutionary method that unites the Mindfulness concept
and the secrets of the most successful businessmen and women
in the world, we will learn to generate, conserve and multiply our
money, regardless of what our income is, so that it will never be a
problem again.

For anyone who applies even a small part of what is revealed in
Money Mindfulness, what you have paid for this book will be the
best investment of your life.

The art of generating, conserving and multiplying
your money

Key selling points

Cristina will forever change your conception of money.

She has been called Spain's very own Marie Kondo.

Editions in 10 languages.

Benito has also recently written a book called Time
Mindfulness, a guide to making the most of your time and
becoming an expert on managing it.

Cristina Benito is an economist and holds a master at the IE Business School. For
two decades she has worked as a financial advisor for Morgan Stanley, as well as
an auditor in her regional government. She has traveled fifty countries to explore
new ways of getting ahead on a day-to-day basis. She is currently based in
London.

“Equivalent to the Magic of Order of the home economy, our Marie
Kondo was born in La Rioja, lives in London and will change

forever our way of looking at money. Cristina Benito is
undoubtedly the new star of the self-help of domestic finance.”

–Francesc Miralles
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Time Mindfulness
(sold in Spanish, Portuguese &Arabian)

Also by Benito:



El Sobrepeso Emocional
(Emotional Overweight)

As we all know, the obesity epidemic remains today a major
challenge for modern society. It concerns all generations, races,
and regions of the Earth. The feeling of overeating because
emotional distress is something that every human person has
done once in their lifetime.
 
Furthermore, our emotions, thoughts, and beliefs (which we often
cannot control) have a direct impact on how we assimilate,
digest and burn calories. Therefore, no matter how many diets we
do, the result is usually not what we expected and that leads us
to a spiral of negative feelings. This book will help you to free
yourself from emotional overweight, food addiction, anxiety about
eating and fear of gaining weight.

Do you believe that emotions make you
gain weight? 

Non-Fiction / Health
Original title: El Sobrepeso Emocional
Original language: Spanish
288 pages
Published in 2022
Material available: Spanish PDF

RIGHTS SOLD

Spanish (RBA)
Brazilian Portuguese (Nova Fronteira)
Arabic (Jarir Bookstore)

Key selling points

Addresses a prevalent issue from an unusual perspective.

Brought to you by experts.

Bea Campos was born in Valencia on August 5, 1970. She has two 5-year-old
daughters and lives in Faura, a small town in Valencia. It all started when she was a
child, immersed in an environment of mistreatment; she wanted nothing but to fill
those voids with food. At that time, she was not aware of what she was doing: she
was just a girl who did not know how to express herself and eating food was the
only way she felt good. She studied engineering, nutrition and dietetics, focusing on
the fabulous world of human nutrition. She has more than 20 years of experience
helping people on their way to healthier habits. 

Anna Sibel was born on August 17, 1975 in Torroella de Montgrí (Baix Empordà, Girona). She
has a Master's Degree in Child, Adolescent and Adult Psychiatry and Psychology from the
Valle de Hebrón Hospital in Barcelona. There, she became interested in eating disorders,
and focused her research on obesity. She was honoured with the National Psychiatry Award
for her research, where she studied "factors related to obesity from a family-dynamic
perspective". This study was published in books and scientific journals. She has been in
charged of the amb2 Clinic for more than 22 years, working as a Psychopathologist and
combining it as a researcher of clinical and educational articles (Editorial Laertes), a
collaborator in different radio programs, broadcast magazines, speaking at conventions,
workshops and symposiums.
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Ferran
Cases

Ferran Cases has a degree in audiovisuals, although
today he devotes all his time to the dissemination of
anxiety and how to overcome it. From his personal
experience with anxiety, he founded BYE BYE ANXIETY, a
company dedicated to helping anyone who needs help
with this pathology. All his books on this topic have
turned into successes!

Co-written with Sara Teller

The big revelation on mental health
and positivity!

Now on
its 4th

edition!
New in the
catalogue!

Now on
its 7th

edition!



Sí a (Casi) Todo
(Yes to (Almost) Everithing)

New in the
catalogue!

In a world where everyone pushes you to pursue more, to accumulate
more "successful habits", here is the truth: you are already have what
you need. What you do every day might be enough, and yet you don’t
realize you must give a direct punch to that mentality based on the
«need more»: be more, do more, have more...
No, you don’t need to reinvent yourself.
You don’t need another 10-step morning ritual or a fashion diet.
You need to adjust.
You need to refocus.
You need to know and exploit what you already have.
Yeah, we all have some disastrous habit. But this book tells you what no
one else will do: that habit of watching 4 chapters of a series before bed,
with a little twist, can be your most powerful weapon. And you don’t have
to feel bad about it.
While others keep looking for the next big trick or trend, you’ll be boosting
your life with the same habits you already practice.
Less effort.
More impact.
Less noise.
More action.
This is not your sweetened self-help manual. It’s a call to authenticity, to
recognize and empower what you already own.
So, stop looking. You have the ultimate guide to empower your life like
you’ve never tried before.

Stay away from empty self-help and focus on
what you really master, turning with less effort

your flaws into virtues

Non-fiction / Self-Help

Original title: Sí a (Casi) Todo
Original language: Spanish
240 pages
Published in 2024
Material available: Spanish manuscript

RIGHTS SOLD

Spanish (DIANA, Grupo Planeta)

Key selling points

A most-necessary book on self-help, that consciously avoids the hollow talk that usually
contaminates the genre, focusing on strengthening the virtues you already have, and you don’t realize. 

Ferran’s sales are rocketing, with 7 editions in Spanish for EL CEREBRO DE LA GENTE FELIZ, and
already 4 editions for his recent book EL PEQUEÑO GRAN LIBRO DE LA ANSIEDAD. Furthermore, he
has already achieved international success, being published in 9 territories such as Italy, Brazil
or Russia.

He has a high media impact, being the founder of the popular BYE BYE
ANXIETY, a company dedicated to helping anyone who needs help with this
pathology. He also counts with a solid and dedicated fanbase, with over 42k
followers on Instagram.

Also by Cases:
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El Pequeño Gran Libro de la
Ansiedad

(The Small, Big Book of Anxiety)

Nervousness, worry, panic. We have all been affected by anxiety
at one time or another. Not in vain is one of the most common
mental disorders in the West, which may present itself as a
simple nuisance but sometimes becomes a huge black cloud
that prevents us from living as we want.

Ferran Cases, an expert in anxiety, invites us to explore the
patterns that lead us to feel it and teaches us how to change
them. He does this in small and accessible steps, which the
author represents in the form of a staircase of stages to
overcome. Step by step, we will learn to breathe, to calm our
inner voice and control catastrophic thoughts, to soak up the
importance of physical exercise or mindfulness, to cultivate
habits that allow us to keep moving forward. 

The way out of anxiety is to know ourselves and redirect our way
of interpreting the world, and we just have to have the courage to
take the first step. In this new edition, completely revised and
expanded, Cases includes new exercises and five additional
steps that, based on the philosophical principle of Stoicism, will
help us conquer the art of true happiness.

Baby steps in the path to taking charge of your
anxiety

Non-fiction / Self-Help

Original title: El Pequeño Gran Libro de
la Ansiedad
Original language: Spanish
240 pages
Published in 2023
Material available: Spanish PDF

RIGHTS SOLD

Spanish (DIANA, Grupo Planeta)

Key selling points

Ferran Cases is not only an expert in anxiety, but has
suffered from it for most of his life, so his advice comes
from a place of understanding and first-hand experience.

He is also the creator of the popular BYE BYE ANXIETY method. 

His book THE BRAIN OF HAPPY PEOPLE has been sold to 9 territories,
being in its 7th edition in Spanish.

Also by Cases:
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El cerebro de la gente feliz
(The Brain of Happy People)

From his personal experience, after having overcome
anxiety that caused him paralysis, Ferran questions
everything that caused him discomfort. On the other
side, Sara solves his doubts through neuroscience.

Thus, with this dialogue between the two of them, they
respond to everything that anyone who has to face
anxiety needs to know: What is it? How does it work?
Why do I suffer from it? And a hundred more
questions that will not leave you indifferent.

Overcoming anxiety with neuroscience

Non-fiction / Self-Help

Original title: El cerebro de la gente feliz
Original language: Spanish
336 pages
Published in 2021
Material available: Spanish PDF

RIGHTS SOLD

Spanish (Grijalbo, Penguin Random House
España)
Italian (Antonio Vallardi Editore)
Polish (Filia)
Portuguese (Booksmile)
Brazilian portuguese (Rocco)
Russian (Ast Publishing Group)
Arabic (Jarir Book Store)
Slovenian (Ucila International Publishing
House) 
Greek (Minoas)

Key selling points

The perfect guide to understand and fight against the
anxiety, translated into 7 languages.

Ferran Cases directs a popular course on the keys to beating the symptoms of anxiety. 

 Now on its 7th edition!

Sara Teller, co-writter of this book, has a degree in physics and a PhD in
neuroscience from the University of Barcelona. She currently combines
her work as a science communicator with different studies for the
University.
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Soy Como Como
(I am what I eat)

Eating healthy is not difficult, but sometimes we get lost among
so many facts and fad diets. It is not necessary to learn every
new nutritional study; it would probably serve us better to stop
and think a little. In this book of reflections and advice, the
journalist specialized in healthy eating, Núria Coll, with ideas and
thoughts that ultimately come from a place of common sense,
proposes a clear objective: to awaken in the reader the ambition
to have their own criteria so that you do not depend on what the
gurus say you have to eat. This book is going to empower you to
find your own way in your diet.

"When in 2014 I started in healthy eating outreach, I didn't have
much knowledge, but in a short time I realized that, urgently, we
needed to avoid many of the jars and packages that fill our
pantries. In a matter of weeks I changed my eating habits
radically, started eating healthy and learned something crucial:
what was important was not just what to eat, but how."

Spain's most renowned food journalist and health
communicator tells us everything she knows

about nutrition and health.

Non-fiction / Health and Nutrition

Original title: Soy Como Como
Original language: Spanish
200 pages
Published in 2023
Material available: Spanish PDF, Catalan PDF

RIGHTS SOLD

Catalan (Rosa dels Vents, Penguin Random
House)
Spanish (Grijalbo, Penguin Random House)

Key selling points

The definitive, friendly, shame and guilt-free guide to eating
consciously and doing what's best for your mind and body.
Coll is an influencer with 111K followers on her Instagram
@soycomocomo.es and 80K followers on her personal
page, @nuria__coll.

Núria Coll, born in Barcelona in 1980, is a journalist, a businesswoman, and CEO of
the community Etselquemenges, a divulgation group with thousands of followers,
the biggest one dedicated to integrative health in Spain. 
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Non-fiction / Self-Knowledge

Original title: Método Tokei
Original language: Spanish
248 pages
Published in 2021
Material available: Spanish PDF

RIGHTS SOLD

Catalan (Rosa dels Vents, Penguin Random House
España)
Spanish (Plaza & Janés, Penguin Random House
España)
Greek (Patakis)
Italian (Giunti editore)
Arabic (Jarir Book Store)

El método Tokei
(The Tokei Method)

Thousands of years ago humans were harmonically connected
to the natural cycles, which brought health, energy and emotional
well-being.

Currently, we still depend on time, but no longer pay attention to
our internal clocks, responsible for appetite, sleep, energy or
fatigue. This results in cardiovascular problems, metabolic
diseases such as obesity or diabetes, psychic disorders and in
the worst cases a greater propensity to certain types of cancer.

Based on chronobiology, this method is a training to learn to
listen to our bodies and reconnect with its rhythms. Its easy
recommendations will help us synchronize our tokei or internal
clock to enjoy a life full of optimism and health. 

Chronobiology for happiness. Adapt your routine
for a healthier life

Key selling points

By the author of Go to Sleep, baby with more than 3 million
copies sold and translated into 15 languages.

A never-before-seen approach towards personal well-
being.

Dr. Eduard Estivill has a degree in Medicine and Surgery from the University of Barcelona,
specializing in Clinical Neurophysiology and Pediatrics. An international reference in this
discipline, he is the author of more than two hundred publications in scientific journals. He has
published, among others, the book Duérmete, niño, which has sold more than three million
copies and has been translated into fifteen languages. 

Dr. Carla Estivill, PhD in Chemical Sciences from the Autonomous University of Barcelona 2006.
Postgraduate in Clinical Phytotherapy 2017. Member of the Spanish Sleep Society (SES).
Member of the Spanish Society of Phytotherapy (SEFIT).
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Duérmete, Niño
(sold in 12 territories!)

Also by Estivill:



Geniotipo
("Geniotype")

Loving what we do is the secret to achieve great things in life, and
it is necessary to know what our passion and genius are. Nobody
is good at everything, but everyone is great at doing something,
because we all have a special gift that makes us unique.
Discovering and enhancing that special something is the purpose
of this book. Because to deploy all your talent and offer it to the
world, first you must know what kind of genius you are. That is,
you must know your "geniotype". 

In this way, we will learn to develop our abilities to the fullest and
not only we will successfully achieve our life purpose on a
personal and professional level, but we will also better
understand our family, friends and colleagues.

Learn to recognize your own talent and become
the best version of yourself

Non-fiction / Self-Knowledge

Original title: Geniotipo
Original language: Spanish
232 pages
Published in 2022
Material available: Spanish and Romanian
PDF

RIGHTS SOLD

Spanish (Diana, Grupo Planeta)
Brazilian Portuguese (Editora Nova Fronteira
Participaçoes)
Italian(Giunti editore)
Polish (Wydawnictwo NieZwykłe)
Japanese (Kadokawa Corporation)
Romanian (Editura Creator)

Key selling points

After ten years of research on human talent in collaboration
with experts from multiple disciplines, Tony Estruch presents
the revolutionary theory of the "geniotype", a self-knowledge
tool intended to mark a new era in the world of personal
development.

In its 5th edition!

To find our "geniotype", we must identify our innate
aptitudes, and this book, with numerous practical examples,
anecdotes and questionnaires, offers us all the keys to
achieve it.

Tony Estruch was born in 1981 and is a musician by training. At the age of 19 he
founded his first three companies, at that time related to music. All this led him to
manage and observe a team of more than one hundred people. From his
experience as an entrepreneur, manager and artist was born the study of the
"geniotype", to which he has dedicated the last ten years, researching and
developing it in collaboration with a team of professionals and experts in personal
development.
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Desayuno con partículas
(Breakfast with particles)

If you venture into these pages, you will discover a universe as
wonderful as it is bewildering. Quantum theory is one of the most
beautiful and amazing theories in science. The rules it follows are
crazy compared to our everyday lives. They're counter-intuitive.
As we enter the quantum world, our beliefs about reality,
including our everyday reality, are challenged.

Sonia Fernández-Vidal, writer and Doctor in Quantum Physics,
and Francesc Miralles, writer and journalist, invite us to a fun
breakfast to which Newton, Einstein, Heisenberg and other famous
physicists of history are also invited. Among cupcakes,
doughnuts, coffee and orange juice, we will undertake a
fascinating and revealing journey to the origins of the universe.

We'll learn what a particle accelerator is for, what the God
particle is, how things can be in two places at once... and we'll try
to understand the mysteries of existence.

Because understanding quantum theory is better
through breakfast

Non-fiction / Quantum Physics

Original title: Desayuno con partículas
Original language: Spanish
256 pages
Published in 2013
Material available: Spanish PDF, English
sample

RIGHTS SOLD

Spanish (Penguin Random House)
Spanish audio (Audible)
Catalan (Penguin Random House)
Chinese, simplified (Turing Books)
Polish (Insignis)

Key selling points

The book brings the general public closer to modern
physics through explanations that can be followed simply
and easily thanks to the abundance of examples and
analogies.
Sonia Fernández-Vidal is a renowned doctor in Quantum
Physics who has worked in the world’s most prestigious
research centers.
She is also among the 100 most creative people according
to Forbes, and the author of the bestseller middle-grade
trilogy La Puerta de los tres cerrojos, which has been
translated to 15 languages.
Miralles works have been translated into over 65 languages,

Sonia Fernández-Vidal (Barcelona, 1978) is graduated in Physics from the
Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona with a PhD on Information and Quantum Optics.
She combines her research with teaching, another one of her passions, both in
college and in adult facilities, and giving lectures as an introduction to quantum
physics to non-academic audiences. She has published two books of fiction using
her scientific knowledge, which highly enriches the plot. These two titles have been
really successful: Quantic Love and La puerta de los tres cerrojos.
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Francesc Miralles is a reference in the field of personal
development and has written numerous books of international
success. He currently lectures all over the world and writes in
media, as well as working in the radio. He is the author of more
than twenty books and his works have been widely translated.

Héctor Garcia (Valencia, 1981) has been living in Tokyo since 2004,
and his webpage kirainet.com, with more than a million monthly
visits, is a worldwide reference in Japanese pop culture. He is the
author of the book Un geek en Japón, which has sold more than
200K copies.

Newest
Book!

Héctor
García &
Francesc
Miralles

The authors of Ikigai, an astonishing success all over
the world that has sold more than 3 million copies

Now on
its 5th

edition!

Now on
its 6th

edition!



Namasté

Namasté is a powerful inspiration for happiness in
every aspect of our life. For 5000 years, India has been
the origin of the great streams of spirituality that have
shaped humanity and, better still, what the world can
be like in terms of happiness if we return to the
sources.
 
Many practices currently in vogue in the West, such as
Yoga or meditation have their origin in India, as well as
concepts such as Karma or ancient healing systems
such as Ayurveda. It's hard not to be impressed by this
melting pot of infinite treasures that is India.

Francesc Miralles & Héctor García have written a fresh,
current and enlightening book that responds to the
challenges of today, after the scourge of the
pandemic.

The Indian way to happiness

RIGHTS SOLD
Spanish (Urano)
Catalan (Entramat,
Urano)
Bazilian
Portuguese(Intrinseca)
Portuguese (Porto)

English (Viking,
Penguin USA)
French (Solar)
Russian (Eksmo)
Albanian (Pema)
German (Penguin
Random House)

Arabian (Jarir Book
Store)
Bulgarian (Gnezdoto)
Serbian (Vulkan)
Chzec (Torden)
Slovakian (Torden)
Stonian (Pegasus)

Non-fiction/ Self-Help

Original title: Namasté
Original language: Spanish
224 pages
Published in 2022
Material available: Spanish and
Catalan PDF, English sample

Key selling points

32 languages sold in less than a year!

This is the result of years of exploring and writing secretly about India,
the cradle of spirituality and wellness.

In a time when all kinds of spiritual practices such as yoga or meditation
are growing popular in the West, this book explores their roots.

From the authors of the international hit Ikigai, which sold more than 2M
copies in more than 65 languages.

Finnish (Gummerus)
Greek (Patakis)
Turkish (Indigo)
Romanian (Humanitas)
Indian (Manjul)
Gujarati (Manjul)
Malayalam (Manjul)
Marathi (Manjul)
Tamil (Manjul)
Telugu (Manjul)

Hebrew (Kinneret-Zmora)
Dutch ( J.M. Meulenhoff)
Italian (Giunti)
Polish (Wydawnictwo
Czarna Owca)
Japanese (Kanki)
Mongolian (Zerolex)
Thai (Nationbook)
Macedonian (TRI
Publishing Centre, Kniga)

Newest
Book!
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El Pequeño Ikigai
(Ikigai for Young

Readers)

Youth are often taught to work hard for a goal
rather than focusing on what they really want.
This often causes them to set aside their real
desires and motivations. 

Ikigai for Young Readers is intended to combat
this unfortunate truth, inviting younger ones to
think about what it is that really drives them,
and where they can find true fulfillment.

After the worldwide success for adults, we
finally have the adaptation for younger

readers

Non-fiction / Self-Help

Original title: El Pequeño Ikigai
Original language: Spanish
192 pages
Published in March 2021
Material available: Spanish, Catalan,
English and Dutch PDF

RIGHTS SOLD

Spanish (Destino, Grupo Planeta)
Catalan (Fanbooks, Grupo Planeta)
English (Scholastic USA)
Dutch  (J.M. Meulenhoff)

Indian (MyMirror)
Indian audio rights (My
Mirror)
Marathi (MyMirror)
Marathi audio rights
(MyMirror)

Malayalam (DC Books)
Greek (Patakis)
Turkish (Indigo)
Romanian (Humanitas)
Russian (Eksmo)

Arabic (Jarir Book Store)
Georgian (Palitra)
Thai (Nationbook)
Vietnamese (Tan Viet)

Key selling points

Sold to 16 languages!

From the authors of IKIGAI, the international phenomenon in
self-help publishing that has sold more than 2M copies.

Héctor García, who lives in Japan and is an expert of
Japanese culture, and Francesc Miralles were the first ones to
write about this Japanese concept, which they discovered
during a trip to Okinawa Island.
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Ichigo Ichie

After setting trends worldwide with their pioneering work,
Ikigai, published in more than 65 languages, the authors
reveal a new concept of age-old origin that will transform
the lives of millions of readers.

Ichigo Ichie is an inspirational work that shows us how to
Free ourselves from the past and the future to make each
moment something unique. 
Bring into our lives the Zen that Steve Jobs learned from a
Japanese master, and which proved to be the key to his
success. 
Turn coincidences into a tool for conscious magic. Create
unforgettable moments in professional and personal
circles. Improve our relationships with a new type of
Mindfulness. 
Open the floodgates to the flow of creativity whenever we
need it.

The Japanese Art of Living Unforgettable
Moments, from the authors of Ikigai

Non-fiction / Self-Help

Original title: Ichigo Ichie
Original language: Spanish
207 pages
Published in March 2019
Material available: Spanish, English,
French, German, Ukrainian,
Slovenian and Romanian PDF

Sold to 39 languages!

Key selling points

From the bestselling authors of Ikigai.

A new concept that is already transforming the
lives of readers all around the world.

RIGHTS SOLD

Spanish (Suma, Penguin Random
House)
Catalan (La Galera, Enciclopèdia
Catalana)
English (Viking, Penguin USA)
Polish (Muza)
Dutch (J.M. Meulenhoff)
Turkish (Indigo)
French (Solar)
Simplified Chinese (Shanghai99)
Complex Chinese(Sunlight Culture)

Russian (Eksmo)
Brazilian Portuguese
(Sextante)
Portuguese (Porto)
Albanian (Pema)
German (Ullstein
Buchverlage)
Arabic (Jarir
Bookstore)
Czech (Torden)
Slovak (Torden)
Bulgarian (Gnezdoto)

Croatian (Mozaik knjiga )
Slovenian (Mladinska Knjiga Zalozba)
Estonian (Pegasus)
Finnish (Gummerus)
Greek (Patakis)
Gujarati (Manjul Publishing House)
Malayalam (Manjul Publishing
House)
Tamil (Manjul Publishing House)
Telugu (Manjul Publishing House)
Hungarian (Libri)

Indian (My mirror)
Indian audio rights (MyMirror)
Indonesian (Renebook)
Italian (Rizzoli Libri)
Kannada (WOW)
Macedonian (Izdavachki Centar Tri)
Marathian (MyMirror)
Marathian audio rights (MyMirror)
Mongolian (Zerolex)
Romanian (Humanita)
Thai (Nanmeebooks)
Finnish (Gummerus)
Ukrainian (Vivat Publishing)
Vietnamese (AZ)
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La Fuerza de ser Altamente Sensible 
(The Power of Being Highly

Sensitive)

Do you have a keen sense of smell and hear the slightest
noise? Do you get overwhelmed in crowded places? Do you
notice subtleties that go unnoticed by most people?

If you answered yes, it is possible that you are a highly sensitive
person: your neurological wiring is different, you perceive more
information through your senses than other people, and you
are often overwhelmed by this flood of stimuli. But when you
understand how your machinery works, you will discover that
high sensitivity can work in your favor.

Creativity plays a key role in highly sensitive people, as it gives
them the ability to see unlimited options at any given moment. In
addition to all the information you need to find out if you or
someone you care about is highly sensitive, this book teaches you
how to tap into your sensitive and creative nature, discover your
potential, and build a fulfilling life in accordance with your
personality.

Tips and tricks to turn a Highly Sensitive Person's traits
into superpowers

Non-Fiction / Self-Knowledge

Original title: La Fuerza de ser Altamente
Sensible
Original language: Spanish
328 pages
Published in 2022
Material available: Spanish PDF

RIGHTS SOLD

Español (Grijalbo, Penguin Random House)
Brazilian Portuguese (Valentina)
Arabic (Jarir Bookstore)

Meritxell Garcia Roig is a trainer, writer and coach expert in empathy and high
sensitivity by the Institute of Integrative Nutrition in New York. She accompanies
highly sensitive people towards a path of self-knowledge through her method of
Empathic Gym to know themselves better and make peace with their sensitivity.
She also offers training and personalized consulting to companies, helping them to
create an empathic culture and create more innovative teams. Empathy is the key
to conflict resolution, creativity, negotiation, networking and genuine human
connection, both professionally and personally. She is the author of El arte de la
empatía (Amat, 2019) and the children's book En tus zapatos (La Galera, 2021).

Key selling points

A new topic with a lot of attention from the media.
Strengthening concepts for highly sensitive people for daily
use.
A radical take on mental health: this book is a guide for
anyone and everyone, so that we may all understand acute
sensitivity as a positive value and not as a problem.
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Amb ulls de dona
(Through a Woman's Eyes)

The daughter of an Indian and a Catalan, Merce Pàniker grew
up in Barcelona in the 1920s and spent her adolescence in a
boarding school in Nazi Germany, from where she would return
at the outbreak of World War II. She studied chemistry at the
University of Barcelona, and soon after a master's degree at
the University of Leeds, where only four girls were enrolled
among more than twenty boys. She was often the only woman
in a men's world and always looked everyone in the face,
without excusing herself, without asking for permission.

On her return to Barcelona, she took charge of the family gluing
company Pàniker, S.A. and promoted a strong associative
network within the chemical sector. When her husband died
suddenly, she had to raise her four children alone. With the
arrival of democracy, she became involved in the defense of
women's freedom and equality.

This is the life story of a woman who was an innovator in
her time, but was made invisible by the men in her family

Non-Fiction / Biography

Original title: Amb ulls de dona
Original language: Catalan
200 pages
Published in 2022
Material available: Catalan PDF

RIGHTS SOLD

Catalan (Univers, Enci clopèdia Catalana)

Carla Gracia (Barcelona, 1980) holds a degree in Communication Sciences from
the Universitat Ramon Llull, a postgraduate degree in Conflict Management and
Resolution and an international MBA. She has published several books of essays. In
2014 saw the light of day his first novel, Seven Days of Grace, which was translated
into Italian and Polish. For this work she received the Alghero Donna prize for
literature and journalism in the international section of the Rome Book Fair. She
currently teaches writing at the Laboratori de Lletres, is an associate professor at
the Universitat Internacional de Catalunya (UIC). Carla Gracia has been the first
Spanish writer to be accepted into the prestigious PhD in Creative Writing at Bath
Spa University, one of the most respected universities in the arts and creative
writing in the world.

Key selling points

It portrays with respect and rigorous research the life of one
of the most unknown but important women in 20th century
Catalan society.
From the first Spanish writer to be accepted into the
prestigious PhD in Creative Writing at Bath Spa University,
one of the most respected universities in the arts and
creative writing in the world.
A touching and inspiring story.
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somiant la pau
(dreaming of peace)

These pages were born after conversations between Nadia
and the journalist Ariadna Oltra, in which they talked about how
she and her relatives have lived this last year, what she had to
do to get part of her family to Spain and what they are living in
Kabul those who have not been able to leave. The story of a
few and, however, the reality of thousands of Afghan families
and from other parts of the world.

That August, the media bombarded us with shocking images of
men falling out of a plane as they desperately tried to flee the
occupation. Months later, no talks about what is happening
there, nor how the people who were able to flee and who have
been welcomed in different parts of the world are faring.

The impressions of Nadia Ghulam, Afghan storyteller and
activist, on the Taliban reach to power in August 2021

Non Fiction / Social conjuncture

Original title: Somiant la pau
Original language: Catalan
160 pages
Published in 2022
Material available: Catalan PDF

RIGHTS SOLD

Catalan (Rosa dels Vents, Penguin Random
House España) 

Nadia Ghulam Dastgir was born in Kabul (Afghanistan) in 1985. Her life, like that of
so many other Afghan women, is marked by the consequences of a bloody civil
war, hunger and the Taliban regime. But such adversities could not stop her and
Nadia managed to get by thanks to her ingenuity and courage, pretending to be a
boy for ten years in order to feed her family. Already fully settled in our country,
Nadia wanted to tell her story, and she did it with the collaboration of journalist
Agnès Rotger in the novel El secret del meu turbant(Edicions 62, 2010). The work
won the prestigious Prudenci Bertrana award in 2010, and was highly praised by
national critics. It is also worth mentioning that Nadia published with Joan Soler i
Amigó the book Cuentos que me curaron (Columna, 2014), a beautiful
compilation of the stories that her mother told her in the hospital during her
convalescence as a result of the wounds caused by the bomb that changed her
life. In 2016, Nadia publishes with Javier Diéguez her second novel, La primera
estrella de la noche (Plaza & Janés, 2016). This is a novel based on real events that
tells the daily experiences of Afghan women fighters in a country that has suffered
one armed conflict after another for more than forty years.

Key selling points

From the author of El secret del meu turbant, which has sold
more than 100K copies in Spain and been reprinted 30
times in different formats, as well as and translated to 12
languages.
The direct testimony of an Afghan woman who pretended
to be a man while she was still in Afghanistan to save her
life.
A distinctly feminine perspective on the plight of Afghans
after the summer of 2021.
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El Problema de ser
Demasiado Bueno

(The Problem of Being
Too Good)

In a society where we are taught obedience is
synonymous of goodness, Xavier Guix offers a helping

hand for those who are kind for everyone but
themselves.

There is a group of people who often identify with the label of "good
people", being "good boys and girls", and being characterized by
patterns of behavior of obedience, being good, and being highly
compliant when not perfectionists. This type of personality affects
these people who end up being good to everyone except themselves.
That is what "bad kindness" consists of.
The book consists of breaking down all the characteristics that
constitute this personality, its neuroticisms, its structural rigidity and
the consequences throughout life. Once all this done, Guix offers a
path to de-identify from these basic patterns and move towards a
more flexible, genuine and authentic life. All this through a simple
language, close and with many examples. 

Non-Fiction / Self-help

Original title: El problema de ser demasiado
bueno
Original language: Spanish
264 pages
Published in march 2024
Material available: Sp̀anish PDF

RIGHTS SOLD

Spanish (Arpa Ediciones)

Xavier Guix holds a degree in Psychology, a master's degree in Contemporary
Thought and Classical Tradition and a postgraduate degree in Clinical
Psychopathology. In addition to his therapeutic work at Kairós Institut, he teaches
courses on self-knowledge and inner growth at different universities and business
schools. He also teaches in the Master's in personal development and leadership at
Borja Vilaseca Institute (Kuestiona). He has created the project "Existential
Entrepreneurs" for the development of self-knowledge. 

Key selling points

With clear reminiscences of Nietzsche’s philosophy, this book
addresses one of the key factors of unhappiness in our society: the
widespread thought that obedience, being highly compliant, as well
as perfectionism are strictly positive traits. Many people will find in
the words of Guix a revelation that will exponentially improve their
happiness.

This book breaks down all the characteristics that constitute this
personality trait, and responds to how to de-identify from the basic
patterns, modelling a more flexible, more genuine and authentic life.
All this through a simple language, close and with many examples
and suggestions for work, by an expert in Clinical Psychopathology.
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El Juego de la Vida
(The Game of Life)

This manual combines the world's most fascinating game with
the art of living. Ever since Hernández played her first game of
chess with her grandfather, at the age of six, she always
thought that what happened on the board was like a story, a
fable created by two players.

Most fables have a message, sometimes even a secret lesson.
And that is precisely the mission of this book: to transfer the
wisdom of chess to everyday life. 

Inspired by The Queen's Gambit, a book on what the
rules of chess can teach us about life

Non Fiction / Self-help

Original title: El Juego de la Vida
Original language: Spanish
320 pages
Published in 2021
Material available: Sp̀anish PDF

RIGHTS SOLD

Spanish (RBO)
Arabian (Jarir Book Store)

Adriana Hernández Planillas was born in Barcelona in 1995. She holds a double
degree in Law from the Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona and the Université
Panthéon-Assas (Paris II), belonging to La Sorbonne. She specialized in
International Public Law, with a Master's Degree in the latter. Despite this training, her
passion has always been writing and she works as a consultant and editor in the
publishing world.

Key selling points

Accessible to any reader, whether or not they have played
chess before.

Detailed examples and analogies.

A brand new, original and strategic take on self-help.
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La Vida Empieza Cada Día
(Life Begins Every day)

Living is not static. Life is destroyed and built with every breath,
with every tick, with every dawn and every small gesture. That is
why this book is an ideal companion in the adventure of
existing. Inside, it holds 366 reflections that invite you to be
aware of who you want to be in every moment, to be closer to
yourself and to live in the present moment more intensely.

366 reflections that invite you to be aware of who you
want to be in each moment, to be closer to yourself

and to live the present moment more intensely.

Non-Fiction / Self-help

Original title: La Vida Empieza Cada Día
Original language: Spanish
392 pages
Published in 2022
Material available: Sp̀anish PDF

RIGHTS SOLD

Spanish (Aguilar, Penguin Random House)
Brazilian Portuguese (Faro)
Polish (Jk Publishing)

Anne Igartiburu has been a communicator for more than two decades and is one
of the most beloved and recognized television presenters in our country. During the
last few years she has worked in the field of emotional well-being, one of her great
passions and in which she has been trained by some of the best professionals. Her
meetings with experts in psychology, psychiatry, neuroscience or philosophy and
her podcast Mi Latido de Más have given her great recognition. In this book she
wants to share some of her most precious lessons from this work.

Key selling points

A light and non-linear book, perfect for underlining your
favorite quotes.

From a beloved figure in the Spanish media. 
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Más yo
que Nunca

(More Myself Than Ever)

In her first book, Acepta y Vuela, Mara Jiménez
wanted to share her story of superation, with all her
fears and sincerity, to help and inspire others in
similar situations.
Más yo que Nunca has the intention of giving an
answer to one of the harshest questions: "Where do I
begin?". In this book, the author shares all the tips
and knowledge that she can provide, to help you
reach your light no matter the darkness.

A sincere and daring helping hand to reach
acceptance with yourself

Non-Fiction / Self-help

Original title: Más yo que Nunca
Original language: Spanish
320 pages
Published in 2023
Material available: Sp̀anish PDF

RIGHTS SOLD
Spanish (Plan B, Penguin Random House
España) 

Key selling points

The answer to those who want to start caring for
themselves, but don't know how.
Written by a popular influencer and actress who has
made a name for herself campaigning against
fatphobia. She was chosen by Forbes as one of the
top influencers of 2021. 

Mara Jiménez (Sabadell, 1995) has worked as an actress and singer in projects
such as ¡A cantar! (Netflix Spain), or the recent Wallapop advertising campaign "Lo
hecho, hecho está", among others. In addition, in January 2021 he released his first
solo single, "Detrás del espejo", and created the Instagram account
@croquetamente__, where he shares his own outreach content on TCA, self-
esteem and fatphobia. Thanks to this work in social networks, in 2021 Forbes
magazine included her in its list of the top 100 Spanish influencers for her activism
and outreach work. She is currently part of the cast of Gordas, as a leading actress
alongside Teresa López and under the direction of Carlos Mesa. She can also be
found at the Teatro Alfil with the musical Like, in which she stars alongside actor
Pablo Puyol. In addition, she combines her artistic facet with the informative one,
giving workshops and talks in different organizations and presenting the interview
magazine program Lo Siguiente, from Wallapop.
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Mazal

The expression Mazal Tov  (טוב מזל) is an Hebrew locution
translated as "good luck". Comes from the medieval Hebrew
word mazzāl (destiny) and, going further away in time, it
comes from the Akadian manzaltu (star's position).
Mazal Tov is a wish expressed orally in Jewish celebrations,
and its exact meaning is "I am desirous good things happen
to you". It's a benediction to make the drip of inspiration flow, in
order to recognize what you have and achievieng more. 
Furthermore, if we explore the deep meaning of each of the
consonants that conform this word full energy and
abundance. we shall reach the true secret of prosperity.

A helping hand to reach the true secret of prosperity
through the energy of the Hebrew expression Mazal

Tov

Non-fiction / Self-Help

Original title: Mazal
Original language: Spanish
224 pages
Published in March 2023
Material available: Spanish PDF

RIGHTS SOLD

Spanish (Urano)
Hebrew (Kinneret)
Romanian (Humanitas)
Arabic (Jarir Bookstore)
Greek (Patakis)
Malayalam (DC Books)
Indian (Manjul)
Bengali (MyMirror Publishing House)
Tamil (MyMirror Publishing House)
Assamase (MyMirror Publishing House)
Punjabi (MyMirror Publishing House)
Turkish (Indigo)

Key selling points

A revolutionary and meaningful overview on how to reach
prosperity through the power of Mazal Tov, winner of the 5TH
Urano prize for Health and personal growth.

Miralles has become a worldwide reference of personal growth.
His works have been translated to more than 65 languages,
and Ikigai, his best-selling book, has been number one in sales
in countries such as USA, UK, Holland, Turkey and India. A book
that opens the door to a pleasant conversation about all those
questions that make us human and explorers of life.

 
“In terms of personal growth, one of the most influential authors
in the world” - BBC

Francesc Miralles is a reference in the field of personal development and has
written numerous books of international success. With a degree in German
philology, he worked for several years as a publisher. He currently lectures all over
the world and writes in media such as El País Semanal and CuerpoMente, as well as
working in radio. He is co-author of the book Ikigai, a best-seller all around the
world. He is the author of more than twenty books and his works have been widely
translated. 80
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Divina mente
(Divine Mind)

Divina Mente is a guide for learning to work the «holistic self-
esteem», that is, the love of oneself from body, mind and soul,
as well as optimism. These two vital attitudes are fundamental
to live consciously and fully, and Vilma Montoliu will teach us to
master them so that they form part of our life naturally and
without effort. The intention is to learn to lead a conscious
lifestyle that plays in our favor.
The work is divided into two parts, two steps at the end of which
the reader will feel that he has acquired the knowledge he
needs by staying motivated and curious all the way and thus
reach make a positive change in his way of life.
The goal of this book is to awaken the innate power that we all
carry within us through tools, practices and ways of thinking
that strengthen self-esteem and optimism to feel empowered
and able to make decisions from a perspective of freedom. 
A work with great practical spirit, full of advice, exercises, and
with a fresh, young and close to the reader.

An optimistic view of self-esteem to live a full,
joyful and free life

Fiction / Commercial 

Original title: DIVINA MENTE
Original language: Spanish, Catalan
232 pages
Published in March 2024
Material available: Spanish PDF, Catalan
Manuscript

RIGHTS SOLD

Spanish (Diana, Grupo Planeta) 
Catalan (Rosa dels Vents, PRH) 

Key selling points

In a market saturated of rhetoric titles on self-esteem, this
is truly practical guide step-to-step to live based on
holistic self-esteem and healthy optimism.
A brand new great holistic view of self-esteem, analyzing
the interrelationship between body, mind, soul, through
healthy optimism. 

Vilma Montoliu (Barcelona, 1997) has a diploma in Holistic Naturopathy, a degree
in Art History and a coach specializing in meditation and emotion management.
In 2019 she launched a meditation internet channel, which in a few months got
thousands of followers on her networks. To bring the tool of meditation, self-
knowledge and personal growth closer to her followers, she uses various platforms
such as YouTube, Spotify or Instagram, which have become one of the largest
personal growth communites in Catalan. She also offers courses and talks. 

New in the
catalogue!
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Meditar Dona Vida
(Meditate Brings life)

To meditate, you don’t have to leave your mind blank or isolate
yourself in the mountains, nor do you need to lock yourself in a
dark room with music and incense. You just have to
incorporate meditation into your daily routine through exercises
created by Vilma Montoliu, easy to learn and with which you will
discover the benefits of meditating. Because, you know what?
Meditation is inside you, you just have to wake it up.

Learn to meditate in the shower, while you stretch your clothes,
queuing in the supermarket, on your way to work or while you
water your plants. With meditation, you will fill yourself with
energy, you will increase your self-esteem and concentration,
you will enjoy more of your day to day and, in short, you will live
happier.

How to adapt meditation to our routine to fill the
day with positive energy.

Fiction / Commercial 

Original title: MEDITAR DONA VIDA
Original language: Catalan
208 pages
Published in March 2022
Material available: Catalan PDF

RIGHTS SOLD

Catalan (Rosa dels Vents, PRH) 

Key selling points

In an increasingly accelerated society, Vilma offers a
comfortable solution for everyone interested in taking a
break. With this book you do not need any spiritual journey,
nor practice any mantra: the doors to meditation open in
your own home!
Meditar Dona Vida includes meditations and exercises
guided through QR codes and a section to learn to
meditate with your children!

Vilma Montoliu (Barcelona, 1997) es diplomada en Naturopatia Holística,
graduada en Història de l'Art i coach especialitzada en meditació i gestió de les
emocions. El 2019 va posar en marxa un canal a internet de meditació, que en
pocs mesos va aconseguir milers de seguidors a les seves xarxes. Per acostar
l'eina de la meditació, l'autoconeixement i el creixement personal als seus
seguidors, utilitza diverses plataformes com ara YouTube, Spotify o Instagram, que
han esdevingut la comunitat de creixement personal més gran en català.
También se retira ofereix, cursos y xerrades. Reciente, ha publicado el seu primer
llibre "Meditar dona vida" en explica com fer de la meditació un hàbit divertit i per
a tothom.



Mi deseo depende de mí
(My desire depends on me)

My desire depends on me is about the key aspects to understand
feminine masturbation. It is a powerful guide to allow women to
understand how powerful they can be if they can understand
their bodies and to master pleasure both in a relationship and
individually.

With a fresh style that will turn this into a diabolically entertaining
read, the author provides answers and generates questions
around the concept of sexuality and pleasure, as well as
orgasms and all the notions behind them.

A fantastic read for those who are ready to always go one step
further and keep control of their feelings, bodies and experiences.

The sexual manual for the women who have
decided to look in the mirror naked and take

control of her pleasure

Non-fiction / Sexuality

Original title: Mi deseo depende de mi
Original language: Spanish
Pages: 315
Published in 2019
Material available: Spanish pdf

RIGHTS SOLD

Spanish (Grijalbo, Penguin Random House)

Key selling points

Eva Moreno is the creator of Tapersex, a platform in which
people meet to learn and discover -and buy- sex toys. 

The keys to understanding your own body have never been
clearer and well presented.

A fresh, addictive read. 

Eva Moreno is a sexologist and therapist as well as a member of the AES (Sexology
Specialist Association). She holds a degree in Communication by the UAB
(Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona) and holds a Master's degree in Marketing
and a further one in Sexology and Psychotherapy. 

In 1999 she started her own business, which at the time was a Sex shop. It was,
however, a unique approach to the business, which led her to establish her
trademark, Tapersex, in which she started to hold regular meetings at people’s
houses with a full display of products and a practical guide to introduce sexology
and eroticism to everyday life.
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Dinerograma
("Moneygram")

Why do some people save every penny and others spend it
wildly? Why do some people generate money very easily and
others just survive from day to day? Why do some people plan
their finances in detail and others live improvising?

Nacho Mühlenberg, an expert in enneagram and financial
education, helps us to understand how we relate to money
according to our personality or enneatype, and to transform
the beliefs, behaviors, fears and desires that we have in relation
to it to achieve wealth in a practical way and live the lifestyle
that each one wants.

A guide to achieving wealth, knowing yourself better
and transforming your relationship with money 

Non-fiction / Financial education

Original title: Dinerograma
Original language: Spanish
288 pages
Published in 2022
Material available: Spanish PDF, English Sample

RIGHTS SOLD

Spanish (Conecta, Penguin Random House
España)
Brazilian Portuguese (Nova Fronteira
Participaçoes)
Portuguese (Porto)

Nacho Mühlenberg is a journalist, business coach, communicator, lecturer and
entrepreneur. He gives workshops, trainings and conferences on Enneagram, Money
and Investments, and Business in different cities in Spain and Latin America.

He also teaches classes and seminars in different Masters and programs with
which he collaborates on a recurring basis. Together with Enric Sánchez, he
presents No Tiene Nombre, one of the most outstanding podcasts in Spain.

Key selling points

A must-read for those who are interested in financial
education and financial tranquility.

An innovative approach to financial education.

An easy read, with a light tone, from a renowned expert in
Spain and Latin America.
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Esto no se dice
(WE DON'T TALK ABOUT THAT)

After a childhood marked by sexual abuse, years of eternal
bullying and a hypersensitivity that on many occasions brought
him to the brink of suicide, Alejandro Palomas spins in these
pages a serene and electrifying story with which he flies
unfiltered over childhood memories, the unparalleled
relationship with his mother, the shadow of a father who finally
disappeared and the power of imagination and writing as the
last plank of salvation. This is the most sincere testimony of a
man who bet on living and who succeeded thanks to his
passion for inventing and sharing worlds, always with
tenderness and humor, and who now transforms his life into
the greatest of stories.

Literature allowed him to create imaginary universes better
than the life around him and over the years these fictions have
helped him find the words to show the whole truth.

A necessary depiction of the greatest evils we
face: sexual abuse, bullying, depression... All

through many childhood memories of Alejandro
Palomas

Non-fiction / Testimonial 

Original title: Esto no se dice
Original language: Spanish
256 pages
Published in 2022
Material available: Spanish PDF

RIGHTS SOLD

Spanish (Destino, Grupo Planeta)
Catalan (Destino, Grupo Planeta)
Greek (Opera)
Icelandic (Drápa)

Key selling points

Childhood sexual abuse victims are 10 times more likely to
commit suicide: this is the sincerest testament of a man
who bet on living.
An emotional, honest and beautiful depiction of Paloma’s
tremendous childhood, that could be relatable to many.
Brave enough to adventure through many necessary -yet
taboo- topics.
One of the most important writers in Spanish nowadays,
being an internationally renowned bestseller author.

Alejandro Palomas (Barcelona, 1967) has a degree in English Philology from the
University de Barcelona and a Master’s degree in Poetry from the New College of
San Francisco. He collaborated with several newspapers and publications and
translated writers such as Katherine Mansfield, Gertrude Stein, Willa Cather and
Jack London, among others. He wrote the screenplay Ojos de invierno, based on
his novel Tanta vida (2008), whose rights were sold to Filmax. In 2002, he was
chosen as the FNAC New Talent for his novel El tiempo del corazón. Then he was
shortlisted for the Ciudad de Torrevieja Award for Best Novel with his book El
secreto de los Hoffman, adapted into a play in 2009. In 2011, he published El
tiempo que nos une and El cel que ens queda. His works Una Madre, Un Perro
and Un Hijo were all critically-acclaimed and translated into a number of
languages.
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Sopes
(Soups)

A compilation of 50 recipes of classic, homemade, traditional or
regional soups, explained with the communicative ingenious and
expertise of Ada Parellada, who brings anecdotes and
particularities of the ingredients of each soup.

Soup is home, hospitality, aroma... Discover the rich world of these
recipes and cook up some soup for your loved ones.

Broths, stews and cold soups. Family recipes from the
best stoves, recovered, reinvented, and improved. A

joyful tribute to a traditional dish 

Non-Fiction / Gastronomy

Original title: Sopes
Original language: Catalan
264 pages
Published in 2022
Material available: Catalan PDF

RIGHTS SOLD

Catalan (Rosa del Vents, Penguin Random
House)

Key selling points

A fantastic overview on one of the simplest yet closest
dishes around the world.
With details and endearing anecdotes to enrich your
learning and cooking experience. 

Ada Parellada is a cook based in Catalonia. Aside from running her own restaurant,
Semproniana, she hosts cooking workshops and is very active in the media, heping
to spread knowledge about healthy eating. She has published several cookbooks.
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Tu Cerebro Emocional
(Your Emotional Brain)

Why is it important to listen to your emotional brain? Why do
emotions affect you so much if you don't manage them and take
advantage of them? What is the neuroscience of emotions? How
can you manage them better and follow your inner compass to be
happy in your life? 

Through personal anecdotes, psychologist Monia Presta invites you
on a journey of transformation towards personal well-being
through her TIE method. The psychologist helps her patients to go
through their emotions like a journey, just as the heroes and
heroines of ancient Greece did. 

Learn how your emotional brain works at a neuroscientific level
and you will discover how to better manage your emotions using
the psychological tools and very practical psychophysical
exercises of the TIE Method to transform your life and travel to
places of freedom and inner well-being. Thousands of people
have already reshaped their lives thanks to the power of the
emotional brain and the TIE Method.

The definitive guide to understanding your inner
compass and reaching happiness through

neuroscience

Non-Fiction / Self-Help

Original title: Tu Cerebro Emocional
Original language: Spanish
320 pages
Published in 2023
Material available: Spanish PDF

RIGHTS SOLD

Spanish (RBA) 

Key selling points

Presta uses the tools of neuroscience to guide us to a place
of understanding when it comes to our own emotions. 

A healthy reminder that we are not at the mercy of our
emotions, but rather they are a tool that we can use to
become stronger individuals.

Monia Presta is an Italian-Spanish clinical psychologist, writer, creator of Strategic
Integrative Therapy, sexologist, couple therapist and actress. She is also an
international lecturer, trainer and pioneer of Theatre Therapy in Spain. She is
dedicated to spreading her teachings about psychology and personal growth in
different media: TV, Radio and Press.
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La Bruja Que Perdió La Magia
(The Witch Who Lost Magic)

Sol is an extraordinary witch whose magic has vanished beside
her broom. In her quest to regain what makes her unique, she will
embark on a magical and exciting journey, but what if the secret
of her power is in an unexpected place?

Perhaps, like the protagonist of this story, you too have lost the vital
tool that makes you shine and feel disconnected from your own
magic. Whether you’re looking to rediscover your essence or find
your lost voice in a world of challenges, this captivating tale invites
you to explore the power that lies within you.

Accompany Sol on his journey through the enchanted forest, a
journey full of learning and self-discovery. Find beside it the path
to the true source of power that resides in each of us. Do you dare
to discover your own magic?

Sol is the most popular witch thanks to her
incantations, which she uses constantly to cover
all her shortcomings. However, when an accident

causes her to lose her ability to do magic, she
shall face the harsh reality.

Non-Fiction / Self-Knowledge 

Original title: La Bruja que Perdió la Magia
Original language: Spanish
160 pages
Published in March 2024
Material available: Spanish PDF

RIGHTS SOLD

Spanish (Kepler, Urano)

Key selling points

Rico uses a fantastic analogy of our society: hyper-vitaminated by the excess of social networks and
social approval, the protagonist of this story gave priority to wearing a mask, instead of working on her
weak points, creating an emptiness inside her which many readers can identify.
This work conveys a series of key values for happiness, which Rico, as a veteran author of motivational
books, has managed to mix phenomenally. We are talking about letting go of negative thoughts and
finding self-worth, freeing ourselves from labels and comparison.

Sonia Rico (Sabadell, 1975) has a degree in Audiovisual Communication and a
master’s degree in Research in Journalism and Communication (UAB). She is a
journalist and writer, a profession she combines as a Coach, Neurolinguistic
Programming therapist, Emotional Kinesiologist and Yoga Instructor.

Her constant research in the field of personal development and consciousness led
her to build and offer this magical tool called BioCoaching, because she believes
that through it, we can become architects of our dreams and builders of our lives.
Her second book, Te amarás sobre todas las cosas, wants to help people reach
their best version of themselves and to reach a real state of happiness.
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El hábito hace al monje
(The habit makes the

monk)

We often think that it is the big events that will significantly change
our existence and we forget that our life is a reflection of what we
are living. Having a full life is possible through training. But, for that,
it is necessary to learn some things and unlearn many others.

Sonia Rico's book offers a new way of looking at and going through
your own life. The author, who is a yoga teacher, therapist and
experienced coach, teaches us, through various resources, that we
have all the conditions to be happy. We just have to train ourselves
with small steps that we can take every day. 

Buddha was not a God, nor a magical being. He simply developed
powerful habits that helped him to take care of his body, his mind
and his relationship with the world. Many of his teachings were
passed down to Buddhist monks to be practiced daily. Best of all,
you too can incorporate them into your life, so don't wait any
longer... and get into the habit!

A key guide to understand that our habits and
customs shape the person we are

Non-Fiction / Self-Knowledge 

Original title: El hábito hace al monje
Original language: Spanish
224 pages
Published in 2022
Material available: Spanish PDF

RIGHTS SOLD

Spanish (Terapias Verdes, Urano)
Portuguese (Estação Imaginaria)
Arabic (Jarir Book Store)

Key selling points

A practical and fun guide on how you can transform
yourself physically, mentally and spiritually.
Do you feel unhappy at certain times? Do you live under
stress or suffer from anxiety? Do your negative thoughts
betray you? El hábito hace al monje will help you overcome
these obstacles that prevent you from living a fulfilling life.

Sonia Rico (Sabadell, 1975) has a degree in Audiovisual Communication and a
master’s degree in Research in Journalism and Communication (UAB). She is a
journalist and writer, a profession she combines as a Coach, Neurolinguistic
Programming therapist, Emotional Kinesiologist and Yoga Instructor.

Her constant research in the field of personal development and consciousness led
her to build and offer this magical tool called BioCoaching, because she believes
that through it, we can become architects of our dreams and builders of our lives.
Her second book, Te amarás sobre todas las cosas, wants to help people reach
their best version of themselves and to reach a real state of happiness.

Te amarás sobre todas
las cosas

Also by Rico:
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Álex Rovira Celma (Barcelona, 1969) is a Spanish businessman,
writer, economist, international speaker and consultor. He’s sold
nearly eight million copies of his books, and some of them have
even been number one in the bestselling lists in Spain and other
countries, both in Catalan and in Spanish. He’s also considered one
of the biggest experts in Leadership Psychology around the world.

Newest
Book! On
its third
edition

Co-written with
Fernando Trías

d e Bes

Co-written with
Francesc Miralles

Co-written with
Francesc Miralles

Álex
Rovira
Celma

Internationally acclaimed co-author of LA BUENA SUERTE,
Rovira’s works have met an astonishing success!

Now on
its third
edition!

Now on
its second

edition!

Now on
its 5th

edition!



Tu Mentalidad
Buena Suerte

(Your Mentality Good Luck)

Your life is the result of your mentality. The understanding of this
simple, but powerful premise, will open the doors of change,
being able to choose your destiny.
Mentality is a compilation of beliefs and habits that affect our
way of perceiving, interpreting, thinking and judging reality. The
good news is that mentality can be changed from funny, happy
and surprising learnings, to make it original, positive and
constructive: this type of mentality receives the name of Tu
Mentalidad Buena Suerte (Your Mentality Good Luck). Álex Rovira
dedicates this work on how to achieve it through his own
experience, accompanying thousands in this vital transformation
process. 

A brilliant approach to positiveness through 30
lessons full of exercises, real examples and fables

from the author

Non-fiction / Self-help

Original title: Tu Mentalidad Buena Surte
Original language: Spanish
256 pages
Published in 2023
Material available: Spanish PDF

RIGHTS SOLD

Spanish (Zenith, Grupo Planeta)
Brazilian Portuguese (Faro Editorial)
Turkish (Destek)
Bulgarian (Together Academy)
Russian (Alpina Publisher)

Key selling points

La Buena suerte has become a cultural landmark, with over
4.000.000 copies sold. This is the solo continuation of Álex
Rovira.

Rovira, a renowned Spanish businessman, writer, economist,
international speaker and consultor, shares his own
experience to reach an original and positive type of
mentality.

Álex Rovira Celma (Barcelona, 1969) is a Spanish businessman, writer, economist,
international speaker and consultor. He’s sold nearly eight million copies of his books,
and some of them have even been number one in the bestselling lists in Spain and
other countries, both in Catalan and in Spanish. He’s also considered one of the
biggest experts in Leadership Psychology around the world.
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Las Siete Llaves
(The seven keys)

What steps should you follow in order to let go of limiting beliefs?
The seven keys allow us to live according to our essence: the key
of belief, the key of judgment, the key of achievement, the key of
enjoyment, the key of dedication, the key of identity and the key
of being. 

In this journey of liberation, we are accompanied at the beginning
of each chapter by The Enigma of the Seven Keys, an inspiring
story in the style of The Thousand and One Nights.

The secret is not pursuing freedom, but rather
avoiding submission through seven key elements

Non-fiction / Self-help

Original title: Las Siete Llaves
Original language: Spanish
304 pages
Published in 2020
Material available: Spanish pdf

RIGHTS SOLD

Spanish (Zenith, Grupo Planeta)
Catalan (Grupo Planeta)
Bulgarian (Together Academy) 

Key selling points

La Buena Suerte has become a cultural landmark. This is
the highly awaited follow-up to the international best-seller.

Sales record-breaking authors.

As in La Buena Suerte, the authors offer an excellent
compilation of tales to illustrate their points.

Álex Rovira Celma (Barcelona, 1969) is a Spanish businessman, writer, economist,
international speaker and consultor. He’s sold nearly eight million copies of his books,
and some of them have even been number one in the bestselling lists in Spain and
other countries, both in Catalan and in Spanish. He’s also considered one of the
biggest experts in Leadership Psychology around the world.

Fernando Trías de Bes (Barcelona, 1967) is a Spanish writer and economist,
specializing in creativity and innovation. His essays and novels have been translated
into more than forty languages. As a novelist, he has been awarded the Shinkupai
Prize (Japan, 2005) and the De Hoy Essay Prize (Spain, 2009).
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Amor
(Love)

This is not a book about heartbreak, falling in love or sexuality. It is
a practical manual to promote the most powerful energy we
have, the one that unites us to others, the one that multiplies our
strength to achieve goals and enjoy life with nutritious
relationships.
 
To present this, each chapter invites us to carry out concrete
actions to raise the quality of our bond with our couple, children,
friends, or even in our work team, providing new visions to
increase our balance of love and that of our beloved ones.

The most needed manual on the most powerful
energy: love

Non-fiction / Self-help

Original title: Amor
Original language: Spanish
224 pages
Published in 2019
Material available: Spanish and Catalan PDF

RIGHTS SOLD

Spanish (Zenith, Planeta)
Catalan (Columna, Planeta)
Arabic (Jarir Book Store)

Key selling points

By the authors who have sold more than 2,500,000. copies
and whose books have been translated into dozens of
languages.

The topic of basic emotions is a trend in psychology, but
usually it is written in an academic language. Instead, this
book follows the premises of seriosity yet accessibility from
"Alegría", their previous work.

Second edition of the book in less than one week.

Álex Rovira Celma (Barcelona, 1969) is a Spanish businessman, a
writer, an economist, an international speaker and a consultor. He’s
sold nearly eight million copies of his books, and some of them have
even been number one in the bestselling lists in Spain and other
countries, both in Catalan and in Spanish. He’s also considered one of
the biggest experts in Leadership Psychology around the world.
Francesc Miralles (Barcelona, 1968) graduated in German philology
and worked as an editor for a publisher of self-help books, where he
directed several collections and wrote books under a pen-name. He is
a writer and journalist specialized in psychology and spirituality. A
regular contributor to El País and the Integral and Cuerpomente
magazines, he is the author of more than twenty books. His works
have been widely translated.
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Alegría
(Joy)

Lots of people forget the little joys of life in search of greater
happiness. Half narrative genre, half self-help genre, this
book will show the reader, through short chapters in the
form of letters, how to focus on what is really important in
life and how to overcome adversity and sadness. With
multiple ideas and references to thought-provoking
research, the book also proposes exercises at the end of
each chapter so that the readers can apply the proposed
advice in their daily life.

The key to reach happiness is through the small
details.

Non-fiction / Self-help
 
Original title: Alegría 
Original language: Spanish 
272 pages 
Published in 2017 
Material available: Spanish PDF, English
sample

RIGHTS SOLD

Spanish (Zenith, Grupo Planeta) 
Catalan (Columna, Grupo Planeta)
Bulgarian (Gnezdoto)
Dutch (J.M Meulenhoff Boekerij BV)
Turkish (Pena yayinlari)

Key selling points

By the authors who have sold more than 2,500,000
copies and whose books have been translated into
dozens of languages.

 
A new take on the self-help genre: everyone talks
about happiness, but what about joy? Isn’t it a much
more achievable feeling, and don’t we feel happy
when we’re filled with joy? 

The topic of basic emotions is a trend in psychology
and this is the first accessible yet serious book on it.

Álex Rovira Celma (Barcelona, 1969) is a Spanish businessman,
writer, economist, international speaker and consultor. He’s sold
nearly eight million copies of his books, and some of them have
even been number one in the bestselling lists in Spain and other
countries, both in Catalan and in Spanish. He’s also considered
one of the biggest experts in Leadership Psychology around the
world.

Francesc Miralles (Barcelona, 1968) graduated in German
philology and worked as an editor for a publisher of self-help
books, where he directed several collections and wrote books
under a pen-name. He is a writer and journalist specialized in
psychology and spirituality. A regular contributor to El País and the
Integral and Cuerpomente magazines, he is the author of more
than twenty books. His works have been widely translated.
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Tu Carta Astral y Tú
(Your Astrological Chart and You)

If the moon conditions the tides, the weather shapes character
traits and the seasons are linked to different moods... how do the
stars affect our lifes?

Astrology is a discipline with over 4.000 years of known history
that investigates the influence of the cosmos on us. We are all
born with an astrological chart, a map that can be read as a
powerful tool that allows us to explore who we are, and also the
cycle we are going through.

In these pages, Roberto L. Saula offers you the basic tools to be
able to read your own birth chart and find in astrology your vital
orientation guide.

An astrological guide with everything you
need to know to learn how to read your birth

chart.

Non-Fiction / Astrology

Original title: Tu Carta Astral y Tú
Original language: Spanish
264 pages
Published in 2022
Material available: Spanish PDF

RIGHTS SOLD

Spanish (Zenith, Grupo Planeta)
French (Hachette Livre)

Key selling points

A book that offers the basic tools to read your own birth
chart and find in astrology vital orientation.

Roberto L. Saula is the perfect author for this topic, being a
professional astrologist with over 43k followers on
Instagram.

A guide both light and deep.

Roberto L. Saula has degrees in film and audiovisual studies, but his great passion
is astrology. After embarking on the study of various symbolic systems, he decided
to travel to India and came into contact with veteran Vedic astrologers and
students from the University of Varanasi. This trip, along with his knowledge of
Gestalt therapy, the Enneagram and other methods led him to create his own
integral astrological approach and his online platform, Astroculture. His profile
@astro.cultura has over 43k followers on Instagram.
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Elisabet Silvestre has a PhD in Biology, a master's degree in Human Biology and a
master's degree in Bioconstruction. Her professional work has focused on the field
of genetics: she has worked in different hospitals and health centres in Barcelona,
her latest position being head of Cytogenetics and Molecular Biology, and later in
the field of environmental health in relation to the role played by the indoor
environment of houses and buildings in human health.
She currently teaches biohabitability, a discipline that researches and analyzes
how to design, rehabilitate, build and inhabit spaces that are healthy for people
and the environment, in different courses, masters and postgraduate courses;
she is a lecturer at conferences and seminars; she participates as an expert in
projects and consultancies in which she contributes her knowledge of human
biology and habitat biology, and collaborates with health and architecture
professionals.

Newest
Book!

Co-written with
Elena Codina!

Elisabet
Silvestre

Fortea
The undeniable expert on how to reach well-being in

through science



Los Primeros Mil Dias
(The First Thousand Days)

From conception to the second anniversary of the baby
opens, these thousand days are a critical period to
build health for today and tomorrow, because all
organs and tissues of the baby’s body are formed. How
we manage health in this time window will be expressed
in the future in the form of a healthy life, or in the
appearance of certain difficulties that could affect
long-term well-being.

We therefore have a great opportunity to lay the
foundations for the future of our children. In small baby
steps, these pages give you the keys to everything that
we can apply during pregnancy and parenting and that
will bring benefits for a lifetime, such:
Eating a balanced diet.
Forging a secure bond and attachment.
Avoiding exposure to toxics.
Connecting with nature.

In your hands is practicing a lifestyle that builds health
in your family.

A thousand days to shape the health
of a lifetime! A guide to pregnancy

and the baby’s first steps!

Non Fiction / Parenting
Original title: Los Primeros Mil Dias
Original language: Spanish
400 pages
Published in March 2024
Material available: Spanish PDF

RIGHTS SOLD

Spanish (RBA)

Key selling points
A manual for the development of pregnancy and raising the
baby from a new point of view: environmental pediatrics and
lifestyle medicine.

Medical disclosure with a close and pleasant writing that
includes anecdotes and tips.
Co-Written with Elena Codina, a prestigious pediatrician
at Hospital Sant Joan de Déu.
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La Oficina
en Casa

(The at-Home Office)

If you are self-employed or work from home, this
book gives you the keys to create your home
office. Put the environment in your favor to
represent your values, to promote creativity and,
ultimately, to make you feel good. Let yourself be
accompanied by an expert and reference in
biohabitability who will advise you on the choice
of space, decorative elements, light and color
that best suit your brain. You will learn how to
relate to technology in a healthier way and to
have an oasis of mental calm, how to achieve
harmony through biophilia, and how to plan so
as not to steal time from your personal life and
to live in coherence with your purpose.

The must-have guide for anyone
working from home

Non Fiction / Productivity, Well-
Being

Original title: La Oficina en Casa
Original language: Spanish
176 pages
Published in 2022
Material available: Spanish PDF

RIGHTS SOLD

Spanish (RBA)

Key selling points

A book filled with tricks on improving your productivity and well-
being working at home.

A necessary piece of nonfiction about health and well-
being in these times when teleworking is king. 
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Tu Casa Sana
(Your Healthy

Home)

Did you know that your home can help you gain
health, feel better, feel calmer and live more fully?
In this book you will find the keys to make your
home a healthier place, with just small changes,
from the kitchen or the bathroom to the bedroom.
You will learn how to breathe cleaner air, eat a
healthier and more conscious diet, take care of
your skin with natural products, sleep well with a
truly restful sleep and get rid of stress.

If you feel tired, and in lack of vitality and mental
serenity, this book is for you. The author will
accompany you in making a real change,
conscious and transformative, through positive
habits to live healthier, less toxic, to activate the
self-healing and regenerative potential of the
body, to lead a more conscious lifestyle that
allows you to shine and live every moment fully.

Turn your home into your health's
biggest ally

Non-Fiction / Health & Well-Being

Original title: Tu Casa Sana
Original language: Spanish
272 pages
Published in 2021
Material available: Spanish PDF

RIGHTS SOLD

Spanish (RBA)

Key selling points

Silvestre is just the right expert to tell us about the
shockingly large influence that our personal space can
have on our well-being. 

Complete with tips and tricks on turning your home
into the perfect living environment.
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Vivir sin Tóxicos
(Living without

Toxics

In everyday life we are exposed to different toxins
that can compromise our health. From tiredness,
lack of vitality, intolerances, poor sleep, to an
increased risk of disease, they are related to what
we breathe, eat, drink, or put on our skin.

Vivir sin Tóxicos is an essential reference
manual to understand how we can live in a
healthier way, to learn to recognize the
harmful and often invisible agents in our
daily lifes, and to find solutions to them.

All the information you need to detect
toxic agents in your home

Non-Fiction / Health & Well-Being

Original title: Vivir sin Tóxicos
Original language: Spanish
352 pages
Published in 2014
Material available: Spanish PDF

RIGHTS SOLD

Spanish (RBA)

Key selling points

Easy and quick ways to better your health and well-being in your day-to-day

Healthy alternatives to the sources of risk for your well-being.

Solutions to environmental health problems in your home.

All the keys to a healthy diet: healthy ingredients,
preparation techniques, a guide to appropriate tools and
containers...
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Reconecta
con tu cuerpo

(Reconnect with your body)

Everything you experience, think and feel manifests itself in the
body in the form of pain, stiffness, cramps and blockages or a
general feeling of fatigue. If you learn to read its signals, you will
discover the most powerful instrument to free yourself from
everything that overburdens your physical, psychic and spiritual
life. Your body will be a map that reveals both the problem and
the solution.

This practical book by body therapist Anna Sólymon is a guide to
face the daily battles, awakening the body's wisdom to achieve a
conscious, energetic and happy life.

Understanding your body to win a new battle
every day

Non-Fiction / Body Knowledge

Original title: Reconecta con tu
Cuerpo
Original language: Spanish
240 pages (PDF)
Published in 2020
Material available: Spanish PDF,
English Sample

RIGHTS SOLD

Spanish (RBA) 
Hungarian (Partvonal Kiadó)
Czech (Nakladatelství Práh s.r.o.)
(reversed)

Key selling points

Highly practical, complete with helpful illustrations.

A refreshing and original approach to the art of
understanding your body.

Anna Sólyom was born in 1981 in Budapest, Hungary. With a degree in Philosophy,
she published in her country Pillowsophia, a heterodox essay applied to everyday
life. She combines her facet as a writer with her therapies as a facilitator of life
changes.

Installed in Barcelona since 2012, she collaborates monthly in the Integral magazine
and prepares her first novel.

Newest
Book!

Also by Sólyom:
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Pequeño Curso de Magia Cuotidiana
(small Course on Everyday Magic)

Everyday happiness leans on lots of little rituals of which we are
normally unaware of. Having a cup of coffee when we wake up, walking
to work, meeting with our friends or going back to the oasis that is
home… all these actions can be meaningful and transformative if we
carry them out with sense, celebrating every instant that life gives us.

This little course on everyday magic is an invitation to being happy with
the small moments that, as the wise men and women say, when we
look back on them we realize that they are the big, important ones. 

A personal renovation through the small moments
that compose our everday life

Non-Fiction / Inspirational

Original title: Pequeño Curso de Magia
Cuotidiana
Original language: Spanish
244 pages
Published in 2018
Material available: Spanish and Italian
PDF

RIGHTS SOLD

Spanish (Cúpula, Grupo Planeta)
Spanish Audiobook (Audible)
Portuguese (Zero a Oito)
Italian (Giunti)
Dutch (Atlas)
Arabic (Jarir Book Store)
Turkish (Destek)

Key selling points

Structured through everyday rituals that we do at different
times of the day, sometimes even without realizing we are
doing anything. What the author wants us to do is to
experience how we live, with a mindfulness that allows us to
introduce little changes that will give us more energy and
happiness.
Francesc Miralles, the bestselling author with international
success, has written the prologue and epilogue with 9
advises to reach happiness.

Anna Sólyom was born in 1981 in Budapest, Hungary. With a degree in Philosophy,
she published in her country Pillowsophia, a heterodox essay applied to everyday
life. She combines her facet as a writer with her therapies as a facilitator of life
changes.

Installed in Barcelona since 2012, she collaborates monthly in the Integral magazine
and prepares her first novel.
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Prosperidad: 7 poderes para
manifestarla

(Prosperity: 7 powers to
manifest it)

Can you imagine if you could connect to the wifi of the Universe
and ask it for everything you want? What would you ask for if you
knew that your greatest desires would be granted? Many people
believe that prosperity is mostly about material wealth. In this
book full of magic and wisdom we will learn that true prosperity is
a spiritual quality within the reach of any person and that it
extends to all areas of life, not just external wealth.
 
Through seven keys, carefully unraveled by the author, and a
series of very useful and powerful practical exercises, we will learn
to raise our vibration, to eliminate all the obstacles that stand in
our way and to become the truly prosperous and happy people
we are called to be.

Seven simple steps to achieve prosperity and
access a life full of wealth, fulfillment, happiness

and blessings

Non-fiction / Esoterism

Original title: Prosperidad: 7 poderes
para manifestarla
Original language: Spanish
160 pages 
To be published in May 2021
Material available: Spanish PDF

RIGHTS SOLD

Spanish (Urano)

Key selling points

Lola Sorribes is an established writer on spiritual and
personal development themes, and very much loved by her
readers and followers. Being an experienced therapist and
spiritual teacher, she has accompanied thousands of
people on their path to healing.

Connect with your inner power and start attracting miracles
into your life.

Lola Sorribes is a psychotherapist, naturopath, homeopath and expert in
metaphysics and positive thinking. She has her own practice in Barcelona and
gives seminars throughout Spain. Her own story is a tale of self-improvement,
marked by very adverse beginnings, which have helped her to become the person
she is today. For thirty years she has been teaching people how to improve their
health and quality of life, while supporting them in their personal and spiritual
development. After successfully publishing the self-help books De bien en mejor
and El poder de la conexión vital and the inspirational novel El templo del corazón,
Lola Sorribes now returns with Prosperidad: 7 claves para manifestarla.
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Suzuki Nobuo is an author and philosopher, he studied Art
and Literature in Europe before starting to write about
creativity and personal development. He loves playing the
piano, traveling around the world and living with cats. His
first work, Wabi Sabi for Everyday Life, considers the
beauty of imperfection and how understanding this
concept can deeply transform our lives. In his second
work, Ganbatte: the Japanese Art of Moving Forward.

Newest
Book!

Suzuki
Nobuo

The authors of Ikigai under a pseudonym, bringing
fresh new sights of Japanese culture



Maneki Neko

The most popular Japanese symbol of good luck is Maneki
Neko (招き猫), the figure of the cat with a raised paw that
can be found all over the world today. There are different
legends about its origin, but it is believed that the cat
summons prosperity and fortune. In its right paw it holds a
koban (⼩判), an ancient Japanese coin, and often wears a
bell around its neck to ward off evil spirits.

This is just one of the many symbols and rituals that exist in
Japanese culture to attract good luck and ward off calamity.

Shinto, the ancestral religion of Japan, has numerous rites to
attract money, love or fortune, and Buddhism or the animist
religions of territories such as Okinawa or Hokkaid-o have
their own rituals. How does each of them work and what
history or deep meaning underlies this belief? How can we
summon good luck with our daily habits? This book explores
all the tools (some magical, some practical) to attract
fortune and fulfill our wishes. 

In addition to learning these different rituals in an easy and
inspirational way, the reader will explore the essence of good
luck and how we can incorporate it into our lives with the
appropriate habits and attitudes. 

A fun new look into Japanese culture
and the ways it can help us lead a more

fulfilling life.

Non-fiction / Self-Help

Original title: Maneki Neko
Original language: Spanish
194 pages
Published in 2022
Material available: Spanish and,
English PDF

RIGHTS SOLD

Spanish (Ediciones Obelisco)
English (Tuttle Publishing)
Dutch (J.M. MEULENHOFF BOEKERIJ
BV)
Turkish (Destek)
Romanian (Humanitas)
Serbian (Vulkan)
Arabic (Jarir Book Store)

Key selling points

From the authors of IKIGAI under a pseudonym, the international
phenomenon in self-help that has sold over 2M copies.

Héctor García has been living in Tokyo since 2004, and his webpage
kirainet.com, is a worldwide reference in Japanese pop culture with more
than a million monthly visits.

Already sold in 7 languages!

Newest
Book!
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Ganbatte
Ganbatte is the philosophy of self-effort and
connection to what one wants. The change you
need in life is already in you, but you need to
reach out to it yourself; find the path that will open
your mind to be conscious about what you want.
In Japan, right before an exam, students don’t
wish good luck to one another. They say
Ganbatte! because getting where you want to be
has nothing to do with luck. It’s about the energy
and the effort you devote to something that will
help you reach your objectives.
 
This is not a regular new book, this is the brand-
new concept that will take the world by surprise. It
is something fresh and new that is perfect for the
times we are living.

The Japanese Philosophy for achieving
your aims

Non-fiction / Self-Help

Original title: Ganbatte
Original language: Spanish
194 pages
Published in 2021
Material available: Spanish and
English PDF

RIGHTS SOLD

English (Tuttle Publishing) 
Spanish (Ediciones obelisco) 
Brazilian portuguese(Editora
Sextante)
Portuguese (Porto Editora)
German (Penguin Random House)

Dutch (J.M. MEULENHOFF
BOEKERI)
Greek (Patakis)
Turkish (Destek)
Bulgarian (Together Academy)
Romanian (Humanitas)

Arabic (Jarir Book Store)
Croatian (Mozaik knjiga) 
Czech (Torden)
Slovakian (Torden)
Indian (Manjul Publishing House)
Gujarati (Manjul Publishing
House)

Telugu (Manjul Publishing House)
Marathi (Manjul Publishing House)
Thai (Amarin)
Russian (Progress Kniga)
Azerbaijani (Teas Press Nashriyyat
Evi)

Key selling points

Héctor García, who lives in Japan and is an expert of Japanese culture, and
Francesc Miralles are the first ones to write about this Japanese concept.

Translated into 20 languages!

From the authors of IKIGAI under a pseudonym, the international phenomenon
in self-help publishing that has already sold over 2M copies.



Wabi-Sabi
Dominated by stress, multitasking and perfectionism, our
existence produces a huge amount of unhappiness, as
this way of living moves us away from the essence of
reality. Although it might seem like a contradiction, it
doesn’t help us get better results in the different areas of
our lives either.

Instead, the ancient Japanese philosophy of Wabi-Sabi
(“the beauty of imperfection”) is a totally different way
of caring for ourselves and growing through
acceptance: a more intimate, natural and connected
path to nature.

In the same way that in Japan a cup with irregularities,
and even a crack, is considered more beautiful and
valuable than a perfect, symmetrical and uniform one,
the philosophy of Wabi-Sabi brings together three
characteristics from nature: nothing is perfect (and it is
lovely that it should be so); nothing is finished (we are
always growing); and nothing is forever (the ephemeral
nature of things and people is what gives them value).

The Wisdom of Imperfection

Non-fiction / Self-Help
Original title: Wabi Sabi
Original language: Spanish
168 pages
Published in November 2020
Material: Spanish, English, French
and Greek PDF

RIGHTS SOLD

Spanish (Ediciones Obelisco)
English (Tuttle Publishing)
French (Solar)
Italian (Edizioni Mediterranee)
Greek (Patakis)

Czech (Torden)
Slovakian (Torden)
Marathi (Manjul)
Hindi (Manjul)
Gujarati (Manjul)

Dutch (J.M. MEULENHOFF BOEKERIJ
BV)
Vietnamese (AZ)
Albanian (Pema)
Thai (NationBook)
Polish (Wydawnictwo Czarna Owca)
Kannada (WOW Publishing)
Arabic (Jarir Book Store)

Tamil (Manjul)
Malayam (Manjul)
Telugu (Manjul)
Romanian (Humanitas,
S.A)
Turkish (Indigo K)

Key selling points

Written under a pseudonym by Francesc Miralles and Héctor García, the authors of
IKIGAI, the international phenomenon in self-help publishing that has already sold over
2M copies.

Sold to 24 languages!

Wabi-Sabi is a concept that can revolutionize our lives in every area, making us
more sensitive to beauty and more creative. In short, more human and happier.
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Neurocuídate
(Take Care with
Neuroscience)

When we breathe, love, smile, run, get angry, sleep, or eat we are
generating neuronal connexions and liberating countless
neuroquimic explosions in our brains. Did you know that,
depending on your lifestyle, you will develop a different kind of
brain, and you will feel and think differently?
Everything affects the brain. Discover which emotions guide it, in
which ways moving our body improves our cognitive thinking,
making us acquire mental and emotional health, how to offer it
adequate nutrition and rest, the cognitive impact of social
networks, or how to win in creativity and productivity.
Understanding the potentials and imperfections of our brains and
discovering all its mysteries is the key to understanding better
ourselves.

A work that combines neuroscience and well-
being to help us live better

Non-fiction / Well-Being

Original title: Neurocuídate
Original language: Spanish
384 pages
Published 2023
Material available: Spanish PDF

RIGHTS SOLD

Spanish (Aguilar, Penguin Random House)
Brazilian Portuguese (Universo dos Livros)

Key selling points

An original approach to well-being, with the excellent
addition of an elaborated scientific research to back all
arguments.
From the co-author of El Cerebro de la Gente Feliz,
translated to 7 languages and on its 7th edition.

Doctress Sara Teller studied a physics career. She also completed a biophysics
master and is a neurophysic doctress for the Barcelona University (BU). She’s been
investigating with leader groups in the neuroscience and complex webs inside
Doctor Jordi Soriano’s in the BU. Besides she has been introduced as a dancer and
Yoga teacher during academic years and on. She currently works as a Research
Manager in the Complex system institute giving neuroscience and physics lessons
for people who suffer from anxiety in the ByeByeAnsiedad course director by Ferran
Cases.

El Cerebro de la
Gente Feliz

Also by Lucero:
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Newest
Book!

Míriam
Tirado
Torras

Tirado is the expert of reference on parenting, with a
clear focus on emotional education

Míriam Tirado was born in Manresa in 1976. She’s studied journalism and
has worked in the Catalan and Spanish media world. However, her main
inclination, apart from writing, has always been motherhood. Her mother is
a prenatal educator and therapist, and they’ve written a book together. This
increased Miriam's passion for these subjects and, when her first daughter
was born in 2009, she decided to start a blog to narrate this exciting new
period. This portal is still active and publishes articles on motherhood,
fatherhood and raising children.
Currently, she works as a parenting consultant and has already published
several non-fiction works that have helped thousands of families. She gives
courses and lectures, has a YouTube channel and a podcast, and
continues to write on her blog miriamtirado.com 

Now on
its 6th

edition!

Now on
its second

edition!



Sentir
(To Feel)

Most of us haven't been taught emotional
education, neither we have received the resources
to know what to do with how we feel. Nevertheless,
we have to accompany the emotions of our
children, family or friends. How can we achieve it, if
we don't even know how to manage ours?

This book is a trip through the senses to
understand why is it so hard to receive and
canalize assertively what we feel, in special those
emotions blocked inside us.

When we learn how to manage our own feelings, it
will be much easier to accompany others without
any fear, living a more conscious and fulfilling life.

A trip to learn and accompany your
emotions to reach deeper and more

meaningful bonds

Non-fiction / Self-Knowledge

Original title: Sentir
Original language: Spanish
272 pages
Published 2023
Material available: Spanish and
Catalan PDF

RIGHTS SOLD

Spanish (Grijalbo, Penguin Random
House)
Catalan (Rosa dels Vents, Penguin
Random House)

Key selling points

The key lecture to live a more fulfilling life with the ones
you love by understanding one's emotions.

An easy, practical lecture, full of resources and
tools to work with.
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Rabietas
(Tantrums)

All children have them and all parents have to
deal with them. They are the famous tantrums,
capable of upsetting even the most conscientious
and respectful adult. Temper tantrums often bring
out our worst side, and in those cases, sadness
and a sense of failure are inevitable.

What if so much suffering is unnecessary? What if
it is absurd to even think about putting an end to
tantrums, because they are an essential aspect in
the development of children? What if the key is
you, your ability to be present and to bring
awareness to the situation?

You may find this hard to believe, but tantrums
offer a golden opportunity to learn and grow
together. Miriam Tirado accompanies you in this
process of learning, so that you can educate the
little ones from another place, more serene,
considerate and free of pain... even in the middle
of a tantrum.

A complete guide on understanding
tantrums, using them to make children

learn and grow

Non-fiction / Parenting

Original title: Rabietas
Original language: Spanish
384 pages
Published 2020
Material available: Spanish and
German PDF

RIGHTS SOLD

Spanish (Urano)
Catalan (Rosa dels Vents, Penguin
Random House)
Italian (Vallardi)
German (Duden Verlag
Bibliographisches Institut)
Portuguese (EDITORA OBJECTIVA)
Czech (Bohemica Books) Key selling points

Rabietas is based on the personal experience of the
author, who has two daughters herself.

Míriam Tirado is a certified parenting consultant and her
advice has helped a lot of families.

3 editions in 3 months! And more than 100.000 copies sold.
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Límites
(Boundaries)

Míriam Tirado, one of the main referents of
conscious upbringing and education, dedicates
her new book to one of the most important and,
as we all know, most complicated aspects for
mothers and fathers: limits, those red lines that
protect the integrity of the little ones and allow
them to share life with other people. How can we
sustain conscious limits and agreed rules that
provide structure and security to our children, how
can we avoid falling into authoritarianism and
arbitrariness or, on the contrary, into a lack of
limits that lead children to feel fear, insecurity or to
seek validation at all costs? With the humility that
characterizes her, Míriam Tirado shares her own
doubts, learnings, challenges and achievements
on the road to loving and responsible limits. A
deeply personal work, which accompanies us with
empathy and humor in the exploration of our own
relationship with limits so that we are able, with
the help of different exercises and tools, to provide
children with coherent support. 

How to educate with conscious limits and
grow together

Non-fiction / Parenting

Original title: Límites
Original language: Spanish
264 pages
Published in 2022
Material available: Spanish and
Catalan PDF

RIGHTS SOLD

Spanish (Urano)
Catalan (Rosa dels Vents, Penguin
Randon House)
Romanian (Editura Univers)  
Arabic (Jarir Book Store)

Key selling points

Written hand-to-hand with Tirado's mother, a veteran prenatal
educator and therapist.

Míriam Tirado is a certified parenting consultant and her advice
has helped a lot of families.

More than 100.000 copies sold of her best-selling parenting book,
Rabietas.
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Solosofía
(SOLOSOPHY)

Banish the cliché that you can't enjoy life alone. This book invites
you to take control of your destiny without making it depend on
anything other than your decisions and choices. The key is
solosophy, the art of feeling fulfilled in solitude. Celebrate the
choice of owning your time and your space!

Live in connection with your essence, in line with your principles
and values, your needs and your feelings, respecting and caring
for yourself with kindness and affection. To develop the art of
solosophy you must learn to live in the present, and to do so with
all five senses. Nika Vázquez accompanies you in this process in
which you will learn that being alone is not the same as feeling
alone, on the contrary: it can be the key to happiness.

The art of feeling complete and enjoying life
without the need of someone else

Non-fiction / Practical self growth

Original title: Solosofía
Original language: Spanish
192 pages
Published 2022
Material available: Spanish PDF

RIGHTS SOLD

Spanish (RBA Libros)
Russian (AST Publishing Group)
Portuguese (Self-Desenvolvimiento Pessoao)
Brazilian portuguese (Editora Best Seller)
Dutch (J.M. MEULENHOFF BOEKERIJ BV)
Romanian (EDITURA LEBĂDA NEAGRĂ)
Polish (Wydawnictwo Czarna Owca)
Arabic (Jarir Book Store)
Latvian (ZVAIGZNE ABC)
Turkish (Destek)

Key selling points

With solosophy, you are going to enjoy yourself in ways you
never thought you could and in situations you would never
have imagined.

Rights sold in 11 languages!

One of the practical self-growth books being a sensation in
Europe.

Nika Vázquez Seguí has a degree in Psychology from the University of Valencia and
a master's degree in psycho-oncology from the Complutense University of Madrid,
among other postgraduate studies. She combines her private practice with
teaching courses on Emotional Intelligence in different institutions. For several years
she coordinated a pioneering website for on-line psychological support for the
Eduardo Punset Foundation. She is the author of the books Aporta o aparta
(Aguilar) and Te quiero, ¿y ahora qué? Her latest book Solosofía is being a
success and has been translated ten times so far.
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La Ambición amable
(Positive Ambition)

When I became friends with ambition, I began to feel an
extraordinary strength that led me to discover that I was an
extremely ambitious person. The simple act of verbalizing it, of
saying to myself "Anna, you are super ambitious", gave me
confidence on all levels and helped me to have more clarity
about what I want to achieve. For me, ambition is directly related
to what we feel, to our emotions and desires. 

Especially over the last few years, ambition has been a necessary
energy to always go one step further in all areas of my life. My
purpose with this book is to bring ambition closer to people, to
bring it closer to you so that you too can activate that powerful
energy that allows you to live with enthusiasm and determination.
You will see that very soon you will start to feel that motivation
every day in every aspect of your life.

Know and empower your ambition in a
sustainable and powerful way to achieve positive

changes in all aspects of your life

Non-Fiction / Motivational

Original title: La Ambición Amable
Original language: Spanish
200 pages 
Published in 2023
Material available: Spanish PDF

RIGHTS SOLD

Spanish (Cúpula, Grupo Planeta)

Key selling points

A different approach to the concept of ambition, used as a
tool to fully embrace your goals in a healthy way.

An unusual concept, based on spontaneity and creativity.

Anna Vicen Renner was born in Heidelberg, but has been based in Barcelona for
many years. She is a coach and communicator and has been researching self-
knowledge through daily exploration for more than fifteen years. She specializes in
Insecurity in Relationships and loves her profession so much that she admits she
would like to work even on holiday. Before finding her vocation, Anna worked as a
Graphic Designer, as a Representative in Actors and Models Agency and as a DJ in
the well-known Barcelona club Razzmatazz (as Siamiss Dj), a job that made her
travel a lot

You can find her on Instagram, @annavicenrenner where she is very active. There
you can catch her explaining anecdotes, sharing tips, or asking questions that are
always meant to make you think.
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Tener suerte en la vida
depende de ti

(Being Lucky in Life Depends on You)

This book is about changing the way you look at things so that
you can channel a positive attitude towards you and your
objectives. If you follow a positive approach to life, good things
will follow.

This guide shows us the basic steps to change your attitude
towards life step by step and to take the power of the “Happy Go
Lucky” philosophy to the limits in all possible aspects of life: work,
your economy and love.

After reading it you will know for sure: being lucky in life depends
only and exclusively on yourself!

The breakthrough approach to reach your
goals through a positive attitude

Non-Fiction / Self-Help

Original title: Tener suerte en la vida
depende de ti
Original language: Spanish
192 pages 
Published in 2021
Material available: Spanish PDF

RIGHTS SOLD

Spanish (Aguilar, Penguin Random House)
Catalan (Columna)
Arabic (Jarir Book Store)

Key selling points

A formidable new take on the self-help guide. Being happy
is all about you!

Influencer profile: Xènia has close to 20,000 followers on her
personal Instagram account. 

Her approach is unique and contagious, a must-read.

Xènia Vives (Manresa, Barcelona, 1986) combines her work in the field of marketing
with her passion for personal development, as well as being a mother of two
children. Passionate about learning since she was young, she is fluent in 7
languages, among them Mandarin Chinese and Cantonese, after living in Hong
Kong for more than five years. Her first book is an ode to the positive attitude to life
and to the miracles that entails.
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Discover our new titles by 
NORMA EDITORIAL!

COREA DEL NORTE
Marc Bernabé

Non-fiction    296 pages

This exciting book explores topics such as the division of both Koreas, the
governmental system, and the daily life in a country that is so far from us.
This is a chronicle of two trips that open the doors of an unknown country
with the help of hundreds of color pictures.

JAPONÉS EN VIÑETAS
Marc Bernabé

Non-fiction         384 pages

A different and easy-to-follow Japanese course, an ideal tool to learn the
basics of the language. The texts present in popular comic books or
mangas are the basis to discover the spoken and written aspects of
Japanese. This combined with clear explanations and educational
exercises makes this work a reference in its field.

Rights Sold: English (Tuttle Publishing), Polish (Poltext)

JAPÓN
Marc Bernabé

Non-fiction      328 pages

In this new project, Marc explains his experiences and thoughts about the
world of manga, Japanese culture and how he copes in this world. He mixes

both the amateur and the professional experiences that drive his passion.

JAPONÉS EN VIÑETAS 2
Marc Bernabé

Non-fiction   544 pages

This second volume deepens the grammar knowledge and writing of the
Japanese language to help the student transition from basic to

intermediate level and help them prepare for levels N5 and N4 of the
official exam. It contains 30 new lessons and 200 additional activities. 

Rights Sold: English (Tuttle Publishing)
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“The most important thing is not to be the biggest, but being the one who works
harder, with honesty, enthusiasm and following a strategy. 

And we’ll keep working this way.”

- Sandra Bruna
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